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Primaries May See local
Men Seeking Big Offices

HE NEW ...r.7„L.,

By Jo Westpheling
ticians that the office will be
With the current rumor going filled by a Fulton countian this
'around that Harry Lee Waterfield year, taking up after several
may be Happy Chandler's runn- years a reciprocity agreement
Volume Twenty
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, March 23, 1951
ing mate if the uncrowned base- that prevailed between the two
Number Twelve
ball commissioner makes the race counties prior to Waterfield's
- for
Governor in the
News Editor
August first election. The representative's Dutch Grey May Be
'Democratic
primaries,
Harry race 4urik1 not go uncontested, that
Lee's political prestige is gaining is,a.kertainty the News has been Railroaders Manager
new heights.
•
informed. If the well-known FulK. P. Dalton, president of the
But whilg the pot boils in the ton Countian prominetly men- Fulton Baseball Association, anGovernor's race, both Democratic tinned as a candidate files for the nounces that Ned Waldrop, star
and Republican, a few things :ire alit*,of representative from the first-baseman of the Railroaders,
happening on the local politieal two counties, it is generally be- has signed hiscontract to play
horizon worthy of mention.
lieved that be will have strong with the local team
again this
By Ouida Jewell
State Administration support and season.
Some county offices are to
group of young boys.
It is rumored
filled in the August primaries and give Kearby a hard way to go.
that the local
For the past eight years,. with
Finishing
touches have been
club
may
secure
a few other officers of two-county
services
the
of
This year the office of
State
put on the Cub Scout Minstrel the exception of a few months
and five county influence will Senator from five First District Elmer "Dutch" Grey, as manager
was Cutsand the kiddies of Fulton are when Leroy Latta
also be subjected to the will of the counties also must be filled. The of the Railroaders this year. Grey,
eagerly anticiprting putting on master, Mr. Tripp has continua
voters. The only candidate in this post is now being held by Charlie who played with the Fulton club
to hold the job.
The rules and regulations for their greatest show for you Monvicinity who has thus far filed Waggoner, a close friend of Con- a number of years ago, was one
During these several years the
A capacity
the Moose-sponsored Easter Egg day' and Tuesday.
with the Secretary of State his gressman Noble Gregory, former of the best second-basemen in the
pack has grown and at the preHunt, which will be held Sunday audience is expected to greet the
intention to seek public office is Governor and now Unijed States Kitty League, and
year before
sent
time has 65 Cubs.
were announced today by Gover- hard-working Cubs, their leaders
Jennings Kearby, who will seek Senator Earle Clements and
At certain intervals there have
a last lead in fielding'in the Threeand
helpers
on
the
opening
night
nor
Ernest
Lowe.
the nomination as representative score of other State and Congress- Eye League, class B ball.
been as many as 80 members.
The hunt
will have
three of the Minstrel.
from Fulton and Hickman Coun- ional
Up until. this year, the
leaders. Waggoner is a
Cub
When
the
curtain
rises
on
the
groups.
One
will
be for kiddies
SCOUTERS AT MEETING
ties. Kearby's early filing
Pack, which is for boys from
has candidate for the postmaster's job
third
annual
cub
scout
minstrel
between
the
ages
of one to three
The gxecutive Board of Four
put in motion a score of rumors in Mayfield and what is 'more, is
eight
to
11,
has
had
eight Den
years; another for
those from a score f Fultonians
concerning other candidates who a likely man to get the post. By Rivers Council met Thursday
Mothers. This year there are onfour to seven; and a third for back on the interesting history of
ly
may seek the office. The supposi- the grapevine the News learned night in Mayfield. Several Fulton
six.
They
are
Mesdames Ward
cubbing in Fulton.
children eight to 10.
tion is that Harry Lee Waterfield, that the Mayfield
King-makers Scouters attended.
Around 11 years ago the Cub Johnson, H. L.. Strong, Jeri AlNo parents will be allawed in
Miss Ouida Jeweii
who now holds the office will (Gardner, Foster, Gregory, et al)
len,
John
Schwerdt,
Sidney Rose,
Scouts were organized in Fulton,
the hunt this year.
definitely be out of the race for are looking for a State Senator
and I. W. Coleman.
& A
According to Governor Lowe with the first Cubmaster being
representative.
Each
.
candidate since it is believed that
en
Mother
has a Den
the hunt will be twice as large as Charles Gregory.
A prominent
Fultonian says even if Waggoner fails to get tho ,
Chief—some Boy Scout--to assist
At
the
beginning
there
were
the
one
held
last
Year;
add
will
that it is generally agreed among job as
her with her Den. These Scouts
postmaster he
will be !
begin at 2 p. m., at the Fair- approximately 30 members.
Fulton and Hirkman County poll- "taken care of."
After three years, Mr. Gregory are Bailey Binford, Richard
& i
I
i
I.
Strong, Alton Barnes, Jerry
—4) Fulton County
has long been
There will be four prizes to resigned as head of this worth- speigtit,
George
Burnette an
considered an orphan insofar
each group. One $2.50 egg, three while organization, and Nelson Royce
Coleman.
political hand-outs are concern $1.00 eggs, and five 50 cent eggs, Tripp, then a new-domer in town, The
Pack Committee is ,corn-ed. For this reason the news that
The News publishers are pleaoz ated Press, the Louisville Cour• making a total of $5.50 per group. took over the leadership Of this posed of Louis Weeks,
a well-known Fultonian, close to ed to announce this
4 Ward Johnson, Roper chairman.
week- that ier-Journal, the Commercial Ap- Twelve thousand eggs, includFields and
Gregory may seek the State Sen- -Miss Ouida Jewell,daughter of peal and other news. sources in ing 9 600 candy one, have alVan Latta.
The Lions Club program Friday ate post bears-some consideration. Mr. and Mrs. Leland Jewell
ready
been
purchased.
of
the area. She is special Fulton
The Cubs meet with their Den
at noon will emphasize the Eastei The News learned that the citi- this city hat- joined the staff as
All children in Western Kenrepresentative for the Hickman
Mothers and Den Chiefs once a
theme. It will be on the signifi- zen in question is agreeable
to news editor and feature writer County
tucky
and
Western
Tennessee
are
Gazette
publ;shed by
week in the Den Mother's home.
cance, derivation. and interperta- ruining for the post if
Fulten, for the paper.
invited to tin% hunt and several
Harry Lee Waterfield.
Each month they have a certion of Easter music as it relates County's widely disorganized pothousand are expected to attend.
Miss Jewell, whose newspaper
During
her
news
wide
career
Mrs. Martha Ann Milner pass— tain theme, or
project, set up.
litical set-up can
to the Easter theme.
agree on his career had its beginning as a reLast year over 500 participated. ed away Wednesday
worked
has
she
This
station
radio
for
month it is the annual minafternoon at
For the special program Mrs. candidacy. In This respect this porter for the Fulton High
All members of the Moose Ex- the home of
School WENK and
more
recently
as
strel,
which will be held Mon-.
her daughter, Mrs.
Agatha Voegel will be the narra- reporter ventures to say that paper and progressed
upwards to news editor of the Fulton Daily ecutive Committee, plus a com- Aaron Butts.
day and Tuesday nights, at
3
tor and Smith Stevens will sing. with the whole-heal ted support New York Times and
mittee of h), will have charge of
the Wash- Leader.
o'clock
at Carr Institute.
Funeral services will be held
Special guests of the
Lions of Fulton County backers (which ington (D. C.) Times-Herald. But
the hunt. The Moose sponsored today (Friday)
News
readers
The
enjoy
will
At
other
times the Cubs have
at 2:30 p. m. at
Club Friday, wheA they meet at is not likely) the prospective Sen- as is the case of
most good news- reading the dozens of news stor- Boy Scout Troop of Chestnut the Paul Hornbeak
projects
handicraft,
Funeral as their
the Rose Room at Smith's, will be atorial candidate might make a paper
people she
prefers to ies and features appearing this Glade, assisted by the Water Val- Home with the Rev. C. E. Hawk- transportation, etc.
approximately 18
ministers of good race.
chronicle the happenings in her week written by Miss Jewell. She ley troop, will patrol the grounds. ins officiating
Once
a
month
the whole Cub
with
burial in
this area.
It is believed further that the own home-town . . and she is knows her
Soft drinks and popcorn will Fairview cemetery.
subjects and
Pack meets with the parents and
her
On the committee in charge of candidate in question might have back home on the News
be sold at the hunt.
staff.
community
well
any
as
presents
as
other
a
program
Survivors
are: two daughters,
centered athe program are Hqward Adams, the backing of the Craws CounOuida, as everybody in Fulton person in town and her connecAll members of the Moose are Mrs. Aaron Butts and Miss
Mary round what they have studied
Don Stephenson, Dr. Tom Reid ty King-makers, and since most and
asked to be present at a meeting Milner of Fulton; one
West
Kentucky
calls
with
tion
during
News
the
afford
will
a
the
month.
brother, W.
and James Warren.
Fulton Comity. political appoint- herr- is eminently qualified
to wider and more complete cover- at the lodge Sunday morning at 8 D. Luten of Hickman and one
The Cubs strive for
various
ments of any consequence must write on any and all subjects for Ege of city, county and district. o'clock.
badges, and their work covers all
granddaughter. STEPHENSON ILL
be sanctioned in Graves County, her varied positions since leaving news.
phases,
such
as
Active pallbearers
Vast
Aid,
will be:
home
Charlie Stephenson, of Bob it is possible that his cand4dacy high school have equipped her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady are Charles Robert Bennett,
With the addition of Miss Ouida
Paul duties, carving, woodcraft, art,
White Motor Company, was .tak- ?pay take on a more serious as- with a versatility so necessary for Jewell the News staff can boast confined to their home with fltr.
(Continued at page 12)
Bennett, J. L. Jones, Theodore
en to Barnes Hospital in St Louis poet than is. now attyealed.
the reporttItg tasks she will en- of one of the most efficient edi- Mrs. Glenn Dunn is seriously ill Kramer, Jr., Arch Hudclleston
and
Tuesday in a Paul Hornbeak-As....!zr try her sew
Mcsnwitile the Oblitical
torial staffs of *AV weekly pap.,I. at Haws Memorial HospitalAllen Jones.
bulence. Mr. Stephenson has been ture this summer Is sureto have
She will have
Jar
charge. of all in Kentucky. Mrs. Hendon Wright
•
ill at his home for the past week, a glowing future,
news functions at the News: She will continue her weekly feature
will continue to handle her cor- and she too, is correspondent far
respondence, too, for the Associ- the Paducah Sun.

— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn
Territory

'Cub Scout Minstrel To Recall
History Of Worthwhile Project
PLENTY OF PRIZES
IN MOOSE EGG HUNT

iss Ouida Jewell

LIONS PROGRAM TO
FEATURE EASTER .
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MRS. MILNER DIES
HERE WEDNESDAY

Wendell Norman's Record One
Of Clean Living and Hard Work WEATHER DELAYS PROGRESS ON WFUL

'hestnut Glade Homemakers
Lead Rich And Full Daily Lives

21 FARMERS DINE
WITH ROTARIANS

Around 27 farmers from the
Fulton area Were guests of Fulton
Rotarians
(By Mary-Nelle Wright)
Tuesday for the club's
rugs7Mrs. Stella Nanney• displayThis is a story of a group of ed a beautiful 41x31 rug design- annual rural-urban dinner at
Smith's
Rose
Room.
women—twenty-five of them — ed with flowers shaded in•every
Its not very often
that one lie certainly is that While talkMartin Zook, director of the
who have learned how to work hue. Mrs. Harvey Vaughan was
finds a boy as out-standing
in ing with his mother concerning
agricultural
The concret base for the anten- everything is available and will together
department of the
to
make life in the also utilizing -her spare rnoment
„.2
everyway as Wendell Norman.
.44
Wendell's awards, she said with
emphis Chamber of Commerce
Wendell, , 17-year-old son of pride in her eyes, "He certainly na of Fulton Radio Station WFUL be in Fulton by the latter part of Chestnut Glade Community rich to make an attractive rug.
and
acting
manager of the Midhas been poured, but further con- April. We have at present rather and full. Their
We chatted for a moment with
story is worth
Mrs. H. C. Sleeker of 1011 Norman, is good boy."
struction has been considerably a large quantity of equipment on passing along to you.
Nova Maynard,• visitor to the South Fair, was the featured
this week was chosen by the loWhen asked if he did much
speaker
after
the luncheon.
delayed by the weather.
hand and are expecting another
It all started in October, 1922 club, who showed us a beautifulcal Rotary Club to attend
the studying to make straight "A's"
Mr. Zook, sizing up the occaA statement
made today by shipment
within the next few when Mrs. Edna
World Affairs Institute at Cin- all through school, Mrs. Hooker
Strong, Mrs. ly tailored coat which she had sion, pointed
out the importance
Stella Nannty and Mrs.
cinnati, Ohio on March 30 and 31, answered, "No, he has never had John Garrett, Jr., chief engineer days.
Ruth made in the tailoring school of of the farmer to
the community,
We have just completed the in- Finch met in the home of Mrs. the State Line Community Club.
and was also winner of the Elks to study much. It just seems to of radio station WFUL is as foland how, about a generation ago,
stallation of the tower base and Everette
Shanklin (the former Neva told us that her husband, the farmer
National Foundation Scholarship come easy with him. At the pre- lows:
emerged from a poor.
Staff Sergeant Charles Maynard
Award for the Fulton Lodge.
sent time he is doing some ad- "The major problem facing con- all the ground anchors. This, in it- Miss Obeera Breeden) and made
looked-down-on
citizen
to a
Young Norman is a member of vance studying though, in prepar- struction of this station is weath- self, is a great deal done as it is plans to organize a club whose is in Korea but hopes to be home well-to-do,
prominent citizen in
er. Not knowing what the weath- one of the hardest of our many objective
would be to improve by fall.
the 1951 graduating class and is ation for college."
his
community
and
to
his
Among
neighthe other projects sponer will be during construction, I tasks. In order for erection of the methods in home management.
an outstanding student at Fulton
boring town today.
Young Norman was born
in can't give a definite statement tower to start it was of course
This first steering committee, sored by the club were textile and
High.
Mr.
Fulton on
Zook
Walnut
pointed
Street on when we will be programming. necessary to have this job corn- -under the direction
decal
out
painting.
that
in
Many of the laof Mrs. JeanHe received the $30.00 check March 27, 1933, and
the olden days the farmer begged
has lived If we are fortunate and can get pleted. In a telephone conversa- nette Ellis,
Home Demonstration dies have made luncheon sets, tea the merchant
from the Elks Lodge at a chapel here all of his life. His
for goods, help and.
father, a a break on the weather, I am sure tion Monday with the' Furr & Agent from Dukedom,
became a towels, aprons and other attract- support became
program
this' week, and was member of one of the
pioneer
his income
ive things for their homes with
commended
highly by Exalted families of Fulton and a rural we will be on the air with an Edwards Tower Construction Co., nucleus which started the project
was so low; that he used to send
equipment test by the first of I was informed they plan to have rolling. In a very short time this textile paints.
Ruler J. A. Willingham, and the mail carrier, died in 1943.
his children to be educated for
WenMrs. L. F. Burke told us that
judges in the contest. His paper dell's great, great grandfather, June. The latest we have on the a. crew on site either the latter idea of a community club caught
good city jobs because there was
equipment is that part of this week or the first fire and enveloped the communi- last year they made more than 100 apparently
has been entered in the state- Henry Norman, at one time own- delivery of
no money to be made
of next."
ty. Now, the club is very much aluminum trays, slip covers for on the
wide contest, in which $12,000 in ed the majority of the land,
farm_ About a generation
on
a live project, knitting the entire their chairs, and also learned the ago,
scholarships will be distributed which East Fulton was built.
however, the picture changed
He Major Paul Durbin
community together through the art of refinishing furniture.
among 15 winners.
with the advent of modern farmdonated the 'land for the Terry- Visiting
Baptists To Have
These ladies have also contriIn
year-round
Fulton
activities
it
offers.
ing
It's not unusual to find a young Norman
tools, practices and convenSchool and
Norman
Last Thursday this reporter buted to the such national drives iences .
The many friends of Major Revival Starting Sunday
man who is tops scholastically in School was named after him.
and today the comfor funds as Polio, Tuberculosis,
was
invited
to
attend
an
all-day.
Paul
munity
school. It's not out of the ordinDurbin of the U. S. Army,
Wendell's first seven years of
looks up to the progressA Baptist Simultaneous
Re- meeting
Cancer and Red Cross.
of
the
Chestnut
ive
Glade
and
ary to find one who is a star in schooling were at Terry-Norman. who has been in Korea for the vival Crusade, in
successful farmer as awhich 1800
athletics, nor.who is a whiz in Then he entered Carr Institute, past several months, were glad to churches in the Southern Baptist Ladies Club in the home of Mrs. They contributed to the sup- mainstay in its economic life and'
port
of
a
needy
Milburn
family
Connor
at
McConon
Route
5.
success.
Afsee
any other field, but, when you where he started
today
him
upon his arrival Convention are participating, will
taking band.
find a }sigh school student who When he was graduated to high here for a three day visit. Major start at the First Baptist Church ter a drive through the lovely nell. At Christmas they work for
However, the speaker stated,
Durbin
has ahrws made straight "A's" in school he
is
enroute
to Washington, Easter Sunday, March 25, at the country side (and overcoming the hours preparing attractive boxes production can be doubled
was
winner of the
and
hazard of a mudhole) we finally to distribute among shut-ins.
D. C., for a six-day conference in 11 o'clock services.
quadrupled with the application
"school, is a star football player, a American Legion Award.
After a delicious luncheon and of modern farm practices
reached our destination. The yard
talented musician, president of • The Fulton High favorite was the office of the Judge Advocate
to all of
Dr. Floyd B. Chaffin of Dallas, was filled with
cars and when an enjoyable visit with those fine the land; there is still much that
his class all through high school,'selected for the Rotary trip by General.
Texas will be the visiting Evange- Madge Connor
met us at the door 'ladies one could easily see that it is being farmed unprofitably. He
After the conference, the for- list, and
editor-in-chief of the school an- the school faculty according to
Charlie Mathews of the we immediately
club
where stated that 10% of the farms in
saw that her is a community
ual, an officer of the Youth Cen- Fred Sawyer, Chairman of the mer Fulton attorney will go on same city will lead
the singing. enthusiasm was contagious.
everyone
works and everyone the nation produce 90%
ter, a church worker, and a lead- Rotary Club's Youth Committee. to Asbury Park, N. J., for a visit
of the
Services
benefits.
will be held
As with any ambitious food products on the
each
er in everything else he attends, Each year the
market
local Rotary with his wife and children be- evening at 7:30
Inside the house, groups of la- community
at the church and
venture, it adds up
Visiting
fore
returning
then you have a very, very un- Club sends a student to
to
Korea.
Rotarians
dies
included
were gathered around work
the
much
cooperative Jerry Porter and
While in Fulton he is visiting each afternoon at 12:15 at the tables in every room and were as only after
usual and out-standing
young Institute, which is sponsored by
Harry
Lee
Orpheum Theatre.
planning and work by individuals Waterfield or Clinton,
person.
Radio Station WLW at Cincinn- in the home of his aunt, Mrs. W.
and Tom
busy as a hive of bees.
and groups.
Bro. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor,
Garth, Linton Godown, Hugh
Wendell Norman is all of this— ati, the Rotary Clubs in the WLW H. Purcell of 415 Jackson Street.
Under the supervision of that
The News is happy to print the Sidon and Gerald
extends a cordial invitation to
and more.
area, which
Grissom, Union
takes in
several
capable and attractive
young names of the officers and mem- City.
the public.
The Fulton High student takes states, and one other sponsor.
lady, Miss Louise Odom, Home bers of the Chestnut Glade Lapart in everything that goes on
Each year the
Institute has
Demonstration Agent of Weakley dies Club so that you may know
ELECTED TO ROTARY
at the school. He is a member of very prominent speakers, with
County, every lady was working some of, the finest, busiest people
Rev. Woodside Called
Donald Tappan, recently-apthe
Conservation
Club, the several of last year's being Union a leather bill-fold or a coin in the country.
basketball team,chorus, band and ted Nations delegates.
To Phsbyterian Church purse. Mrs. J. T. Brundige was Mrs. Vasco Simpson, president; pointed manager of the Fulton
Theatre, has been
the orchestra.
Two years ago Otha Linton was
elected to
There wi'l be a meeting of the
The Rev. Oakley B. Woodside'ever so busy making a coin purse Mrs. Milburn Connor, vice-presi- membership in the Fulton Rotary
Outside of his school activities, chosen by the local Rotary Club Chamber of Commerce Board of
of white leather with red leather dent; Mrs. Jim Burke, Secretary: Club.
been
has
pastor
called
as
of
the
Mr. Tappan attended his
he plays the saxaphone in Paul to make the trip, and last year Directors Friday afternoon at I,
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, treasurer; first Rotary luncheon
Westpheling's Orchestra and is Tommie Nall received the honor. at the KU office, for the purpose Cumberland Presbyterian church.
Tuesday.
All the ladies in the club are Mesdames S. C. Atkinson, E. J.
He
preach
will
sermon
first
his
a member of the "Rythm RasSecond place winner and reci- of closing out the business of the
making these attractive billfolds Brundige, J. T. Brundige, L. F.
here
Sunda
chals", a Union City band.
pient of the $20.00 award from the past year, and planning ahead for
for a cost of seventy cents and Burke, Taylor
Brown, J. D. More Money Needed
Rev. Woodside comes to Fulton
For a number of years'Wendell Elks Club is Jackie Ray Reese, the coming year.
coin purses costs them only Gibbs, Horace Jones, Ben Jones,
Sharon, Tenn. He succeeds the
f
was a paper carrier.
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Reese,
As the new board of directors from
twenty cents. Among the other Marion Milam, Stella Nanney, For Red Cross Drive
On the football team he plays Fulton, Route 3. Reese is a South do not take over their offices un- the Rev. E. Rueb, who resigned leather
products we found a Lucy Rawls, R. F. Rogers, Robert
Dr. Lloyd Jones, chairman of
quarterback and was the cause Fulton senior and a leader in the til April 1, Paul Boyd, the out- three months ago to accept the handsome
pouch style leather Rhodes, Burnett Reiss, Carl Rog- the local Red Cron Drive, anof many victories for the Bull- scholastic and activities fields at going president will preside at pastorate of the church at Me- purse which
Mrs. Nona Burke ers, Orvin Morrison, Edna Strong, nounced today that $102.00 redine, Tenn.
dogs last year.
the Tennessee schools. He receiv- the meeting.
had made.
J. T. Simpson, Mydtle
Temple, mains to be raised, to meet the
Is Wendell also a shining star ed his award at the
Thursday
The new pastor is married and
All old and new board memSeventeen of the twenty-five Clyde Stewart and Clifford West- goal set for this end of Fulton
In his home, as he is in school? chapel program at South Fulton. bers are expected to attend.
has a young son.
members are making
hooked brook.
County, which is approxinudebr

BUILDING; MAY BE ON AIR IN JUNE

OF C DIRECTORS
TO MEET FRIDAY

ILVIE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Vogt Office Box 485

Fine Cooperation

Fulton, Kentucky

EL PAUL and JOHAN/4A M. WESTPHELIHG.
Editors and Publishers.
A member al the Kaaakiaky Press Aesesdatise.
lhareart.
A member of the Voltam County learm—
Fulton,
in
year
Subscription Rates $2 per
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1878,
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
.cause.—Anoriymous..
FRIDAY,MARCH 23,1851

School Equalization
In a recent letter to Governor Lawrence
Wetherby, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
President Norman A. Chrisrnan, Pikeville, advised the Governor of a program for the development of the State's educational system,
recently adopted by the Board of Directors
of the State body.
Among the recommendations was the suggestion that Section 186 of the State Constitution be revised so that distribution of state
school funds can be made on an attendance
therebasis instead of a school census b.sis
by equalizing the benefits assigned to each
school district. The State Chamber also asked
for a revision of Section 91 of the Constitution in such a way as to provide for an appointive rather than an elective State Superintendent of Public Instruction, "eliminating
the present restrictions on his term of office
and insuring adequate qualifications for the

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatters

wholeOne of the finest examples of
hearted cooperation between the farmer and
'
his neighbor-the businessman. was displayed
Rotary
Fulton
Tuesday at noon when the
Club held its annual Rural-Urban luncheon.
for the occasion was
Principal speaker
Martin Zook, director -of the -agricultural department of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Zook made an impress.ve speech
and among other things made important announcements that will be of interest to every
farmer in West Kentucky.
He said that;
Fulton County has been invited to participate in the Mid-South Fair and
Fulton County would be eligible to participate in the Commercial Appeal's Plantto-Prosper competition.
Both are incentive programs of the highest magnitude and we feel that the farmers
in this section—the best in the world—will
enter into the program with the same determination and excellence as they do everything else.

position."
Six other major points of the Chamber's
program are:
1. Create in the minds of the business
community the tremendous value to be delived from an adequately rmanced school
"
system.
2. Determine ways and means of seem-ing more money for schools both at the state
and local level_
3_ Secure higher salaries and require better trained teachers.
4. Urge that teacher retirement payments
be increased to offset their ineligibility for
social security benefits.
5. Enact state legislation to provide retirement benefits for non-certificated employees for boards of education.
6. Inform the public of the needs of public schools.
The Chamber's board also recommended
that any program developed by the Kentucky
Council for Education include the points adopted by the Chamber.
Of the program the Couritv-Journal said,
and the FulCin News heartily ceneurs:
"However, many believe that amendment
'of the Constitution is not the only possibility
of relief. There has always been a question of
the real meaning of the Constitution on this
point, the real validity of the statutes which
This
create the machinery of distribution_
sievrspaper commends to the Kentucky State
Chamber of Commerce a more direct step.
Now, if ever, is the time for a friendly test
-which will take the question to the Court of
Appeals, seeking an answer in light of both
practical considerations and democracy. And
here is the very organization, non-partisan
and non-political, to take the step."

Creeping Socialism
A Kentucky businessman has criticized a
Federal government publication for printing
of
"un-American philosophy to employees
government" and has called for a curb on the
spending of tax-payers' money for such publications.
Louis J. Bosse, Louisville, managing director of Associated Industries of Kentucky,
in a letter to 3rd District Congressman Thurston B. Morton, referred to a pamphlet entitled
"Common Human Needs." It was published
by the Bureau of Public Assistance of the Social Security Board of the 7ederal Security
•
Agency.
The passage in question, in chapter 4,
"Adulthood and Old Age", says: "Social Security and public assistance programs are a
basic essential for attainment of the socialized
state envisaged in democratic ideology, a way
of life which so far has been realized only in
slight measure."
Bosse called this "a shocking piece of evidence pointing to the trend toward socialism
within governmental agencies." He declared
"we wish to request that the Appropriations
Committee of Congress eliminate the spending of tax-payers money on booklets which
... disseminate such .un-American philosophy
to the employees of government."
Congressman Morton pleaced the letter
in the Congressional Record of February 26
and he said:
"I bring it to the attention of all members
of the Appropriations Committee in the hope
that by following the suggestions contained
therein, we might insure the preservation of
American institutions and, at the same time,
save money."

Government Printing
Somet mes we get the idea that "newspapers are a sorry lot" as Dagwood of the
illondie strip would say.
Day after day we preach and warn of a
creeping socialism in medicine, public power, agriculture, banking and a score of other
allegedly private enterprises. Yet, right In
our own baliwick the United States Government is some of the meanest competition in
the printing industry.
The Government, which can never be
accused of running anything on a business,
like basis is selling printing far below the::
price asked by any reputable printing establishment, It has its own print ng plant, which
on the other hand does government printing
at prohibitive prices deducted of course from
the appropriations of the various government
agencies.
The loss they incur in selling below-cost
printing to private industry and the outlandish prices they charge the agencies for their
printing is all paid by you and by us, making
it a disgraceful condition oily way you look
at it.
We cannot hep but think sometimrs that
an honest to goodness depression is the only
thing. that can keep this country from hopeless bankruptcy.
—0— -

Do you owe State?
Do I have to file a Kentucky income tax
return?
Now that the Federal income tax deadline
is past, this question is asked by many Kentuckians.
Here, in short is, the answer. You roust
file if you belong in any one of the groups below.
I. Single, and with gross income of $1,500
or more.
2. Single, and with net income of $1.000
or more.
3. Married, with gross income of 12,51311
dor more.
4. Married, with net income of MOO or
more.

Sermonette Of The Week

he Rue"
By Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen
There is darkness over the earth; Christ
has been recrucified; evil has its hour.
Are you who believe in the Risen Christ
surprised? Of course not.
We know that no world which rejects the
sovereign love of God which disrupts fanTily
life, propagates evil, fosters irreligion, can live
short of war.
pagans are surprised.
But the modern
Things did not turn out as they planned. They
thought science, progress, and education would
banish sin and evil. Now they are downcast
because they find thistles where they planted

figs.
rEssimisnc MAN.
They cannot understand how paganism in
thought should end in barbarism of action,
how the outlawing of God should end in the
tyrannization of man. And they are destined
for still disillusionment.
they
They are strangers in the houses
planned for tropes. They are utterly repudiatmade a Godless
ed and pesshnrstic. They
world, now they must live in a loveless one.
Share not this pessimism! Evil is now in
the ascendency; but its victory is trans:tory;
the powers which rule are already dethroned
in piinciple.
The world is ripe for renewal. Out of the
catacombs it will come again to give birth to
new souls and new hearts. But this regeneration must begin with you,and me as individuals.
DESPAIR NOT.
The Captain of the Wars, the Rispirist,
could be summoned by the free will of man
to smite evil and bring peace, but He will
come only when man begins to be disillusioned, not about politics and economics, but
illusioned about himself, for self disillusionment is the beginningfi1 repentence.
But despair n6tr Hear ye Him: "I have
—
overcome the world."
Despair not! Christianity is a religion of
catastrophe. We were born in the midst of
the worst world-shattering catastrophe of the
ages—the defeat of Our Leader and Our King.
How the Rcssurection proclaims that our defe-t hs been turned into a magnificent victory!
“I AM LIFE"
Despa'r not! There are treasures even in
darkness. The Christian law of progress is the
reverse of the law of the world. The world
well; the
when all goes
makes progress
Church makes progress even when all goes ill
and it seems that no human power can stop it.
The world must be the battlefield of the City
of God and the City of Man; the city of love
and the city of hate, until the trumpet blows
and Christ shall reign in mercy to the saved
and in justice to the lost, for sin then will
have been defeated in principle and in fact:
"I am the Ressurection and the Life."

"You never USED to care for the commercials!"

From The Files:
4-1144-01.14if

Bach 4;ke Clack

March 26, 1926:
FRS Notes:,
The opening baieball game of
the FHS season will be with Rives on March 26th. Coach Madgames
dox has also scheduled
with Rives, Obion, Union City,
Mayfield and Murray. Randolph
Kramer, representing the freshmen, won the FHS declamatory
contest Wednesday; others taking
part included Nell Owen, representing the seniors, Agatha Gale,
the Juniors, and Sara Butt, the
sophomores.

burned last
the Cairo district
week just after trains 24 and 10
had passed over.

The annual "Community Store"
of the Woman's Club will be held
in the old Fry Shoe Store building
at 216 Main Street all next week.
from this and
derived
Funds
Club
other affairs go into the
building fund.

March 29, 1931:
Effective March 22, I. C. trains
between
133 and 110, operating
Fulton and Memphis. will be dis'
continued.

The confectionery anti news
stand operated by Morris Chowning on Fourth Street was destroyed by fire Friday night.
The following officers have
Cornelected bjt Fulton
been
Templar:
mandery 34, Knights
C. A. Stephens, Corn.; R. A. Stilley. Gen.; J. A. Harpole, C. G.; H.
J. Potter, S. W.; A. W. Morris,
J. W.; D. Fred Worth, Prel.; H.
M. Khourie, Treas.; G. C. Hall,
Rec.; K. Homra,'St. B.; J. J. Hill,
Sw. B.; H. H. Perce, Ward.; G. E.
Alverson, Sent.
Dr. Methvin is taking over the
chiropractic office of Dr. Walter
Buescher over Irby's Drug Store
here. Dr. Buescher, following a
special course in Chicago, will
practice in Memphis.
Carpenter and
Miss Marjorie
Mr. Charles Price were married
March 20th at the Methodist Parsonage in Union City. The groom
Dave Wall.
is the son of Mrs.
They will live at 401 Carr Street.
Last Sunday I. C. extra 1807 derailed near Gates, Tenn., totally
destroying 15 of the 23 cars that
left the track, another bridge on

An estimated $35,000 was paid
out in Fulton last week for chickens, eggs and butterfat. The Fulton markets reflect prosperity.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wade
Crutchfield had all of their chilSunday: one boy
dren home
works in Mississippi; the other in
Union City, and their daughter
lives near Fulton.

Miss LaNette Nelson has been
valedictorian at Cayce
named
High school, L A. Rains, principal, announced this week. Miss
Mary Milton Wade has been namLouise
ed salutatorian; Mary
Townsend, ginorian; Richard
Bellew, grumbler; Mary R. Sublette, class poet; Nora Lee Polsgrove, prophecy; Dori Pewett,
farewell address; Archie Cloys,
historian; Helen F. Flippen, class
will; Murrell Jeffress, class president.
Bell
Torrence
Mrs. Maggie
died at her home on. Maple Street
Wednesday morning.
Two negroes entered the home
of Pink Dillon three miles from
Fulton at Midnight last Wednesday, tied and gagged the family,
robbed them of clothes, money
and car, and fled. The car was
found in Illinois, but no trace of
the men has yet been found.
A record session of the McConnell truck growers' club assembled in McConnell this week, elected officers, adopted a constitution and named committees to
The
solicit additional acreage.
board of governors includes: H.
Scott, R. H. Mose, Bill Jolley
and C. S. Earp.

a

Learning without thought Is laThey never stopped to consider
bor lost: thought without learning
that an even more important elec—Confucius
is perilous.
tion is coming up next year. The
that
And
elections.
presidential
undoubtedly, runnMr. Cooper
ing for the Senate, could put a
whole lot of weight into the GOP
NEW!
campaign.
They were willing to sacrifice
MEDICAL RIDER
their " number one vote getter
political
now, for a temporary
which includes
getting
advantage, instead of
*25 Visits to your home
another candidate who, politfttil
cundilams being what they are,
'15 Visits to the hospital
might win Kentucky for the GOP
can be added to your
this year.
old policy for only
sacrifice,
to
willing
are
They
their
short-sightednesst
per month (adults)
gt
through
chances of swinging this border
month (children)
per
50e
state into the Republican column
campaign
presidential
vital,
in a
•
•
•
would be at best an
for what
empty gubernatorial victory this
year.
Secured Casualty
It doesn't make sense. And
with
wrong
been
Insurance Agency
that's what has
Republican leadership for a long
is
It
sense.
make
time. It doesn't
Box 315, Fulton, Ky.
why the counsel of men like John
one
beyond
see
can
Cooper, who
Phone 1185
512 Second St.
election, one victory, to greater,
be
should
things,
more important
more closely heeded.
There's nothing wrong with the
people of this state and this nation. They know what they want.
And they'll vote to get it.
They alSo know what they most
emphatically do not want. And
what they don't want is the kind'
of fuzzy-headed thinking (if any)
and eRpediency instead of policy
which has been offered by the
GOP in Kentucky and 1he nation
for some years now.
Let the Republicans. offer the
voters someihing instead of nothing, let them show they're concerned with the welfare ol the
city, state and nation instead of
the well-being of the Republican
party, arid the voters will give
them a pleasant surprise.

/ Full-Size 40-in.

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
RANGE

FOR

USED
FURNITURE
- - SEE - Faster *am Fast
Sttato Csskiag
New super(net "Speedorniutter'units
give greeter
pan contact.
(AMU TO WAN

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
207 Church St.

EASY TERMS

Phone 15

Complete Stocks

Check these
Features:
* 3-H•.. Serieee
SwItch••
* Oven Therm••••1
* Automatic Oven,
Signal Lisle
* C••••••e•ne Ap.
ellene• Ovi4•4
* 11•1•1•04 Parse.
E•i•rie•

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Swift's Chicks Are Your Best Buy
And HERE'S WHY...
SELECTED STRAINS}
lir because high, profitable production deee ad
pends onus. strain of the brd,
chicks hatched at your local Swift's
Hatchery ore from stroin-losf•d stodz.

Dick Oberlin:

Nefilut's Okteutatioad
The time has come for tire Re- John Sherman Cooper to compel
'
publican party in Kentucky (and him to run governor.
That's the most short-sighted
in the nation for that matler) to
kind of leadership.
do considerable soul searching.
prone to
The GDP has been
Few people hold John Cooper
blame the stupidity of voters — in higher personal
regard than
which means you and me — for this reporter. But its not likely
failure of their candidates. They that he would make any kind of
don't do that publicly, of course, governor at all. And that, cerbut privately off-the-record, they tainly, is no
reflection on the
-raise their hands in horror be- gentleman from Somerset.
cause we sheep insist on following
S'nce our legislature is always
the leader.
is
Democratic, no matter who
Franklin chief executive, the governor (if
First we fol'owed
must
Delano Roosevelt when the Re- he's Republican) either
into a gaspublicans offered us Alf Landon, compromise or get
Wendell Willkie and Tom Dewey. house, lead-pipe fight with the
Then we foolishly followed assembly.
That's the kind of fight that
when we could
Harry Truman
can be won, temporarily, only by
have had Tom.Pewey again.
Is it any wonder the Republi- taking it directly to the people.
can leadership demands, in strid- It cannot really be won, permanent tones, "Well, what do the peo- ently, even if the d'rect campaign
to the population of our state as
ple want!"
We submit that the Republican a whole is successful.
John Sherman Cooper is not
leadership itself is at fault. That
we, the poor little sheep who.fol- the kind, of person who makes
low the leader, are well aikare political deals, nor is he the kind
of what we want. And so far, the to use the weapons of battle he'd
GOP high command has shown be compelled to use.
But many Republicans insisted
no indication of wanting to give
that he run, even so, because they
it to us.
The most recent happenings in know he's a proven vote getter.
For In other words, they were looking
indicative.
Kentucky are
several weeks top Republican at what appeared to be a surge,
leaders have exerted every con- Immediate victory, without thinkpressure on ing about the consequences.
ceivable kind of

THEY GROW FAST
Fast growth and rapid feathering niean
a uniform, early maturing flock. That's
what you get when you buy Swift's
flusky,Healthy, Hardy Chicks.

Yo
for

HIGH LIVABILITY}
Swift's Chicks give you
100% live delivery. The
hundreds of flockowners tell
livability story of these
vigorous chicks.

guaranteed
records of
the amazing
outstanding,

Your local Swift's Hatchery is geared to meet the needs of neighboring poultry raisers. You get outstanding chicks from Swift's and Mien
you can rely on the expert help and service of your Swift's Hatcheryman --a neighbor and friend.
Your Swift's Hatchery
has earned the Pullorum-Passed Seal. Our
carefully supervised supply flocks are
all blood-tested, and all reactors removed and one clean test is obtained.
Only large, clean eggs are hatched
in our hospital-clean hatchery to make
certain our chicks are truly Husky,
Healthy and Hardy.
Order your chicks today from your
local Swift's Hatchery.

Top Strains Of Top Breeds:
BARRED ROCKS
WHITE ROCKS
Swift's true dual-purpose
strain..
NEW HAMPSHIRES
Si ift's strains
. ideal for
eggs and meat.

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 64,

Ph

Th

V,

.••••••
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Make Your Plans Now! Don't Miss It!
Carr
AU Institute
DITORIUM

185

IN

Den Mothers Put In Long Hours For Success o Cub Scout Minstrel

WO.

Mrs. Jack Allen
Mrs. H. N. Strong, Jr.

Mrs. Ward Johnson

T vo Den Mothers helping out with the Minstrel, who are not
pictured here are Mrs. Jehn Schwerdt and Sidney Rose.
CUB SCOUT PACK 40, shown here with their den mothers and Audltroium ... and most of the members are in this year's show
Cubmaster Nel,
en Tripp. This greup, assisted by older hands, again. Twenty-two of the boys are in the chorus.
•
0:c colarfal "Plantation Minstrel" lest year at Carr

T-41
,
71

Day and night, frcm
door-to-door: quick,
dependanble, courteous
service. CALL 187

WHITE WAY TAXI

CUB SCOUTS DEN CHIEFS

!it TIE H3E2311'474 !"37413"
BIISHART SERVICE
STATION
141 Martin Highway
PHONE 266

6.15 FM.LESS"
Trade with PIPELINE
and save, safely!

24-hour road and wreck"A courteous place to
er service.
Depot St. 24-hr service
trade"
PHONE 9183

FiRMER
CeMPANY
"Everything to build
anything"
501 Walnut Si.
PHONE 96

Mrs. J. W. Colcm:In

SPEIGHT TAXI
SERVICE
CALL 315
24 Hour Service
E. 4th Street
Jack Speight, owner

RYAN'S GULF
SERVICE STATION

BRAUNER'S SHELL
SERVICE STATION

Tires, batteries, washing,
tire repairs, road service.
4th & Carr
Phone 266
Mayfield Highway
PHONE 9193
Art Brauner, Prop.

STAR CAFE & SERVICE GULF REFINING CO.
STATION
Parade
PRODUCTS:

You'll find bright notes
for your Easter

ensemble at the

CLARICE SHOP

East State Line
Phone 1345
We appreciate your
business.

Phone 265 300 Main St.

The home of fashion ...

IRBY'S FASHION
SHOP

for

COLEMAN SERVICE
STATION

MALCO ORPHEUM

RUSHTON'S CAFE
Pictured above are the Den Chiefs of the Cab Scouts. From left

SPRING FESTIVAL
OF HITS
BEGINS MARCH 25

ADKINS SERVICE
STATION

Gulf pride Motor Oils: the
Good GULF gas -- oils -world's finest.
greases
H. D. Stanfield,
Eddings and Valley Sts.
distributor
Page Street Phone 923
PHONE 1106

"Always a friendly
welcome"

C BUTTS & SONS

Let us give your car a
"Spring Tonic"
Wholesale feed and seed
with
new oil, grease and
"Where Quality Counts"
radiator check-up!
Highlands Phone 9147
402 East State Line
East State Line
300 Walnut Street
Jake Cardwell, Mgr.
PHONE 202
PHONE 68
Phone 540
•••••kk

ard Strong, Bailey Binford and Royce C,oleassa_

125 East State Line
PHONE 645

PILLOW CAFE
Ice Cold Beer
Soft Drinks

SONNY PUCKETT
SERVICE STATION
PHONE 24
Open 24 hours a day.
Atlas Tires
Standard Products
Corner 4th & Lake Sts.

SWIFT & COMPANY
Baby Chicks
Feed
East State Line
PHONE 66

East State Line
PHONE 9198

NEW YARDS CAFE
BY-PASS SERVICE
SERVICE STATION

to right--Jerry Speight, George Barnette, Alton. Barnes, Rich-

(New Yards)
PHONE 105

JACK MORRIS CAFE

QUICK SERVICE
REFRIGERATION
Sales and Service
204 Church St.
PHONE 848

(Riceville)
PHONE 9153
IOW

B& B SUPPLY
Plumbing, Heating
Contractors
417 Main Street
PHONE 110
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PALESTINE

THE FLY

:Cecil Burnette Named

Many Farmers Attend

Mrs. Leslie Nugent
To Leadership Group
Seed Company Meeting
ILETURNS FORM CONVENTION
VISITS HERZ
Mr. and Mts. Richard Mobley,
A hybrid seed corn
meeting
of
Mr.
son
Burnette,
Cecil
C.
WeatherMr. and Mrs. Homer
, was held jointly by Columbiana
Seldon Reed, Charles Upton, C.
C.
Tunstill,
Division
ManaJ
Burnette,
spoon and son, Dan, were Sunday ana Mrs. Clyde N.
'Seed Company, Reed Brothers
M Barnette, and S. J. Reed have
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett RoOte 1, Fulton, and a University and A. C. Butts and Sons, Friday
returned to Fulton after attend- ger of Mateo Theatres, Memphis
of Kentucky student, has been night at 7 o'clock, at the One and
Weatherford near Clinton.
mg a dairy meeting, held on the spent Mow'.y and Monday night
Mrs. Bertha Nugent returned admitted into Nu circle of Omic- All Club,
Research Farm of Ralston Purina .n Fulton on business, and visita ron Delta Kappa, national senior
Company in St. Louis. Mo. They
home Sunday morning from
Approximately 50 farmers atanO.,ing Howard Strange, manager of
visit with
her men's leadership society at the tended a most interesting meetleft here Sunday morning
three months
2 i-a-si•"Orpheum
Theatre.
University.
the
returned Tuesday night.
daughter, Mrs. Boyd
McCleary
ing, at which a talk was given by
and family in Etawah. Tenn.
Burnette, among four students Carson Green of the Columbiana
HOTS DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOGS
Jimmy Wallace is out of school to receive membership in the so- Seed Company
with the mumps.
ciety, will be the guest of honor
The- group also saw a number
Mr. and Mrs. Bpb Evans. are at a banquet to be held April 1 of films on the Columbiana Seed
visiting their
daughter,
Mrs. at.the University
Company farm, located at BloomFranklin Robey in Chicago, Ill.
High ington, Ill.
A graduate of Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Brooks of School, Burnette is a senior in the
After the meeting refreshments
Murray visited Mrs. Carlene College of Agriculture. He is a
Stokes and children Sunday af- member of Farm House frater- were served.
ternoon.
nity, the Dairy Club and 4-H
• MUSTARD
Mesdames Gus Browder, C. B. Club.
Poppy-Making Is Project
Caldwell, William
McClanahan,
S
• MUSTARD AND SLAW
of Legion's Auxiliary
Lon Brown, Robert
Thompson
and Rita and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Elks Nominate Final
poppies,
memorial
Making
• MUSTARD AND RELISH
Bard spent Tuesday in Paducah. Group of Candidates.
which the people of America will.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers spent Monnation's
• CHILI
wear in honor of the
weekly
Monday night at the
day with Mrs. Hillman Collier.
dead on Poppy Day next May, is
Lodge
the
Elks
of
the
meeting
Malcolm
Inman underwent an
project started by the
a new
mixed at the rate of 4 pounds of
s-1 It only costs 5 cents per head 5'
operation at the Fulton Hospital final nomination of officers was American Legion Auxiliary
in
per cent wetable methoxychlor
to produce 50 pounds of beef. Yes.
were
namfollowing
the
held
and
last week and is improving.
Veteran's hospital in many parts
50 pounds pf extra beef per ani- powder to 50 , gallons of water.
ed:
Mr.
and
Mrs. Robert Watts
of the country, Mrs. J. G. MullRay Hunter, Owner
use on
dairy
Curb Service
mal if you eliminate the costly This is safe to
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Exalted Ruler, J. D. Simpson ins, the local Auxiliary's poppy
Rupert
fly problem by spraying livestock cows. DDT or toxaphene gives Browder Sunday afternoon.
J. A. Willingham; Leading chainhan announced.
and
MOTS DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOGS HOT DOG; with the new effective insecticid- good control, but should not be
Lyn Browder will arrive from Knight, Bill Stokes, W. T. Roper, Poppy making will give proused on dairy cows.
es which are available today.
Wiggins; Loyal
Frank
the University of Kentucky
in and
employfitable and beneficial
stated that Lexington today
Mr. Stubblefield
L. H. Stubblefield, agricultur(Friday) to Knight, J. F. Darnell, John Lock- ment to thousands of disabled
Charles
Boulton;
al agent for the Illinois Central further . control can be obtained spend Easter with his parents, eridge, and
veterans during the Winter and
Railroad, says that because Of fly by 'spraying barns with a 5 per- Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Browder and Lecturing Knight. W. M. Blake; spring months. Morethan 30,000,of cent DDT emulsion to extermin- Lewis.
Secretary, L. C. Adams; Tyler, H.
damage 'to hides and meat
memorial
000 of the littl ered
B. West and Marvin Scott; and
in- ate house flies and stable flies.
marketable livestock, farm
were
expected to be
flowers
Trustees, M._
Simons ant: Joe
come will be millions of dollars Tests revealed this procedure
made for the Auxiliary.
PIERCE NEWS
less this year in Illinois Central would enable the farmer to be
411.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard. Fergu- Davis.
The election of officers will be
territory alone! Livestock farm- practically free of the pests for son visited Mr. and
Mrs. William. held next Monday night.
Discontinued patterns an dodd lots
Williamson atMiss
Katherine
ers can share in the Defense Pro- 73 to 98 days.
E. Long Sunday aftetnoon.
tended the initiation of Delta
Lice on cattle, hogs, and
in
gram by starting now to extermMr. and Mrs. Clarence Vickery,
Kappa Gamma and dinner at the
—in—
inate these parts, and thereby in- chicken houses can be killed, and I Miss Roberta
DANCE A SUCCESS
DeMyer, Mrs. CharWoman's Club in Murray Moncrease th ir yield of meat- and normal hatching of larvae pre- les Lowe and Jack
Matthews
are
dairy products. The progressive vented by the use of benzene recovering from a
A large crowd was present last day night.
spell of flu.
farmer cannot afford to let his hexachleride mixed at the rate of
Club's f.rst
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mayhall night at the Elk's
livestock play host to insects and 2 pounds (6 percent gamma ben- and children of
Ester dance. Furnishing the muKenton
spent
parasites at the expense of hi.s zene hexachloride) to 50 gallons Sunday with his
sic from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m. was
parents, Mr. and
Special room lots at bargain prices
home and family, when for only a of water. Lindane, chlordane or Mrs. -D. L.
Edd Upton and his orchestra
Mayhall.
few cents per head, livestock can toxaphene will also kill both larMr. and Mrs. Herchel Kimbell from Murray. The dance was for
Some papers now selling as low as
be insect and fly-free all year.
,•eie and adult lice.
their
invited
and children were recent guests members and
Horn flies appear early every Intestional parasites attack both of Mr. and Mrs. William E. Long. friends.
spring and torment cattle until beef and dairy cattle. The southThe community extends symfrost. Now is the time to check ern Illinois Central states
will pathty to Mrs. Lillie McRee in the
their increase. All animals in the suffer the brunt of the loss, Mr. death other father, Bob Hay, who
Now is your opportunity to buy at a big saving. herd should be sprayed at the Stubblefield said, because warm passed away Sunday night at his
same time and more than once as summer heat and humidity, plus home near Austin Springs.
Hurry! Prices good only while present stocks the average duration of effecti- an abundance of lowland pasture Rev. Robert Moore
filled
his
veness increases with each treat- will provide perfect breeding regular appointment at Johnson
last.
ment. Control is
obtained
by ground for these parasites. Calves Grove Sunday. He and
Mrs.
spraying cattle every three
to eat the dormant eggs of several Moore were dinner guests of Mr.
four weeks with
methoxychlor kinds of round
and
worms, hook
Mrs. Edd Cardwell.
*worms as they graze infested pasMr. and Mrs. R. R. Castleman
•f
tures. These
eggs hatch
Hickman were Saturday afterinto
worms attaching
themselves to noon guests of
their daughter,
the lining of the stomach or in- Mrs. Rogers and family.
207 Church Street
Fulton
testinal wall where they live on
Mrs. John Smith and Mrs. Bud
the blood of the calf. Calves be- Stem and Marilyn were visitors
Creoraulsion relieves promptly because come extremely ill and ,the dis- in Paducah Saturday.
Mrs. Tom Brown of Providence
it goes right to the seat of the trouble ease kills these young animals if
to help loosen and expel germ laden allowed to go unchecked. An esti- and Mrs. Roy Lawson and chilPER WEEK
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and mated e0
percent of all young dren, LeRoy and Helen of Sturgis
raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
cher down payment heal
Mora gain on fist f«pd,
their
membranes. Guaranteed to please you cattle are infected to some aegree spent the weekend with
far., chick lots. and gr•at••
• •
parents and grandparents, Mr.
or money refunded. Creomulsion has each year.
"rig production •r• your goal.
The U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and Mrs. Riley Smith.
stood the test of millions of users.
For thou. ••rlior gains that
has developed a chemical comR. F. (Dock) Lowe of Patton.
brio.; bigrior prolts food
pound called phenothiazine that Mo., was a recent visitor of his
Way.* Chick Startot —
Ob... CONON 010111t Col& Aorta irotictuti•
is most effective in
ricked with APFI
controlling brother, C. E. Lowe for the first
time in five years.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer and
John Matthews were in
Union
ONE WAY
ROUND TRIP
START'Di MKT
City Monday on business
ON
(U. S. tax extra)
MAYNE
Leave Arrive Arrive
stomach worms. It car; oc admin,
Fulton D'burg MVO&
CHICK
istereci as a drench, in capsules,
or powdered in feed.
9:00
11:15
STARTER NB 7:45
A. M. A. M. A. M.
Your
vocational agricultural
•
8•20
953
12:20
teacher or county agent will be
A. M. A. M. Noon
glad to give you a booklet cove:•
11.59
1.28
4:00
ing the latest controls on :lei.A. M. P. M
P. M.
stock insects. Be sure to get your
130
240
455
copy from him the next time you East state line
Phone 602
P. M
P. M.
P. M.
are in town.
5:20
1:30
2:52
P. hi.
P.M.P. M.
9:45
5:45
7:13
New models in both plain and automatic;
Ng P.M. P.M. P.M.
11:59
9.50
8:38
WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF
priced within reach of all!
P.M. P.M. P.M.
12:45
10:45
9:29
NW P.M. P.M.
AM.
+ + +
6404:40
3:35
A. M.
A. M. AM
Including the following: GRASSES: Red Top,
NEW STEWARDESS
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HOT DOGS

IOH

STEAMED HOT DOGS

met
Hon
club
Al
lead
of ti
ett,
Home
frorr

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

8

CLOSE OUT!
WALL PAPERS

I

10' PER ROLL

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

RELIEF AT LAST
For Your COUGH

$3.35

Trips Daily to

BUYS YOU YEARS OF
WONDERFUL
REFRIGERATION!

MEMPHIS

CREOMUESION

$450

$250

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

WAYNtE
FEEDS

— AMERICA'S 'FINEST LINE OF

RANGES

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

ale

SO

SEEDS FOR SPRING SOWING

Timothy, Fescue, Orchard grass, Rye grass;
CLOVERS: Red, Ladino, White Dutch; LESPEDEZAS: Kobe, Korean Jap, Sericea; ALSO
Pasture mix and Columbia Spring Oats.

SPACE MAIER

Distributors For Edward J. Funk Seed Corn
—Broadbent Hybrids - - - - Funk's "G"—

REFRIGERATOR

SEE US FOR YOUR SPRING SEED

Here's a big G-E Space Maker — 8.1-cu-ft — that actually
holds ½ more food than most refrigerators now in use...
yet occupies no larger floor area.

GET YOUR FERTILIZER EARLY, while we
have what you want.

Powered with the famous G-E sealed-in system that assures
you dependable service and low operating cost!

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

Packed with all the worksaving features
you could want, BIG freezer—BIG fruit and
vegetable drawer—BIG bottle-storage space
—and the new Redi-Cube ice trays! Pcrmacolor Shelves!

We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Come In Today!

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE(0
Lake Street

Phone 1

Fulton, Ky.

$209.95
Easy Terms

Authorized Dealer

GENERAL* ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

Master-size oven; no-tip shelves;
mokeless broiler; automatic, hyraulic
oven thermostat; built-in 6-qt. aluminum thrift cooker; 5-heat Calrod surface
units; aluminum reflector pans, easily
removed for cleaning. Raisable cooker
unit, automatic timer and lamp at small
additional cost.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street

Phone 1

WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING ALL
TYPES OF FIELD SEED
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

KW

4 TRIPS DAILY TO
CHICAGO
$775

S1395

ROUND TRIP
ONE WAY
(U. S. tax extra)
Leave
Fulton

Arrive
Arrive
Paducah Chic.

7:45
6:25
AM.
A. M.
10:15
* 11:35
A. M.
AM.
1:00
2:20
P.M.
P.M.
10:18
11:35
P.M. P.M.

7:51)
P.M
11:10
P.M
2:40
A. M
1040
A. M

*5. many well-timed schedules
daily make it easy for you to
leave when you like, stay as long
as you wish, and return when
you're ready!
You ride relaxed ieasy.chair
comfort,right to the heart of the
city. No driving strain, no traffic
worries, no parking problems!
And Greyhound's low,low fares
save you money every mile of
the way! Make all your trips
this extra-convenient, extra-economical way—by Greyhound!

UNION BUS STATION
FOURTH AND CARR
PHONE 44

GREYHOUND

No

County Homemakers Meeting

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

GOY WETHERBY
TO NAME YOUTHS

Friday, March 23, 1951—The leulton

statewide group of lay and proPERSONALS
fessional persons interested in
The Spring Advisory
Council led the
Mrs. Landon Roberson, Union
discussion on planning Howell; Fulton, Mrs. Oliver Kash
bettering facilities and services
Two
youths
Fulton for
from
met March 12th ;n the Hickman ! homemakers program for
the substituting for Mrs. L. C. Brown;
Kentucky's
children and City Highway has been confined
county will be Commended
by youth. This group was appointed to her home for the past week_
Hickman, Mrs. Jack Stahr; MontHomemakers Olub Room. Every 'coming year.
Governor Lawrence
Wetherby's in January of last year by Gover- She became seriousty dl Sunday
Each club president will have a gomery, Mrs. J. M. McCollum;
club was represented.
Kentucky Committee on May I. nor Earle Clements to participate evening, but is much improved.
Palestine, Mrs. Percy King; Rush
discussion
in
similar
her
March
Teacher,"
"Dear
Willie's
mothAfter reports from the various
Creek, Mrs. Lewis Atwill; Sylvan er wrote, "kindly excuse Willie's One boy or girl will be recogniz- in the Midcentury White House Her many friends win be pleased
leaders and the regular business club meeting.
ed for an outstanding feat of cour- Conference on
Shade, Mrs. Leonard Shuff; Vic- absence from school
Children
and to know.
yesterday
usis
being
different
method
A
of the Council, Miss Leone Gilltory, Mrs. Cecil Burnette; West- morning as he fell in the mud. age and another for outstanding Youth at Washington, D. C., Decmember
will
Every
year.
ed
this
ett, Assistant State Leader
of
service to his community during ember 3-7.
ern, Mrs. Wayne Yates substitut- By doing the
PUN. 470 •_—
aPrialikkg
same you
will
Home
Demonstration
Agents have an opportunity to vote for ing for Mrs. Paul Clack.
1950.
greatly
oblige
mother."
would
needs
and
things
she
the
from the University of Kentucky
Several persons in tie county
or on and each presilike to wk
Governor
dent will report to the May CounBrothers, take my advice and have been asked by
WEST
STATE
LINE
Wetherby
and the
Kentucky
cil the number of women wanting
never get mixed up
with these
RUPTURE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
on
Children and
a certain project rather than the
widows, wether they are by grass, Committee
Sensational New Invention
Another big snow this week us
Youth to form a committee for
club choosing one.
by God or just
Sutherland's "MD" Trani
plain
widows.
thinking that winter has
selection
just Either class they are
the outstanding
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
officers and started
following
The
dynamite
here in the spring.
Fulton
commitwhen erupted, double crossed or youths. The
CITY DRUG COMPANY
leaders were present.
being
tee is
rarward
asked •zo
Mr. and Mrs. Abe
ignored.
OS Lake St.
Phones 71, MS
President, Mrs. W. B. Sowell;
these
names with their accompliad
children, John M. Thomsnand
GertVice President, Mrs. James Clay rude of Paducah spent Sunday
shments
to
the Kentucky ComAnd it doesn't matter if the
'
Hinkley; Secretary and Treasur- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. snow is up
to your neck,- Five mittee by April 15.
Reynolds; John Thompson and Mrs.
Clarence
er, Mrs.
The youths from each county
Ida below zero, and the wind singing
Dowdy: Pegram.
Gene
Clothing, Mrs.
receive a certificate
Christrnas
Carols down
your will each
4-11
Foods, Mrs. Clem Atwill;
Dan Collier returned to school chimney. You must take your lit- from the committee on May 1.
Club, Mrs. Harvey Bondurant; this week after being out
be- tle snow shovel and dig your way From the 240 names submitted,
Home Furnishing, Mrs. Harold cause of flu.
to the mail box and drop a sweet two from each county, four finalCopeland; Crafts, Mrs. Isacc
Mrs. Vance Hicks has returned note of greeting to each of them ists will be selected by the KenShutt; Citizenship, Mrs. Charles
from Paducah where She went to GLAMOROUS or not widows. Be- tucky Committee and commended
Lattus; Membership, Mrs. Wales
Wetherby.
The
cause if one of them gets a love by Governor
Pubilicity, Mrs. L. P. see her son and family, Mr. and note
Austin;
and she peddles the news finalists will represent Kentucky
Mrs. Mrs. Charles Hicks and son, Steve and the
Carney, substituting for
others hear about it, it's in the national award according
Edwin, who have had the flu,
Bill Holland; Reading, Mrs. Clyde
to Public Law 638.
Four, two
Edgar Grissom has been ill of just T. N. T. in your soup.
Brownsville, Mrs. Willie
Corum;
CREAM•POULTRY• EGGS
Hickory Log BO B-Q Thomas; Cayce, Miss Alice Sow- flu but is better at this writing. I know because I just finished from each group, will be awarded
nine weeks in dam Yankeeland national honors.
N ell; Crutchfield, Mrs. Glelan Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roberson where I dropped a few cards to The Kentucky Committee is a
and sons moved this week to the our widows but I dare not go to
Drysdale place on Middle Road. Camp Beauregard
(the highest
They have been living with her point in this neck of the woods) imig•••••••••=rd..••••••=••••••••••••••••••••••.•.............
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore to cook my Sunday diner over a
since last fall.
hickory log, because I have to
Willis
Hicks is
home for a pass in front of that
Baronial
week's vacation form his work in Estate where
that
glamorous
Paducah.
widow Farmer holds forth.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Allen and
She got wind of my doings and
baby have been ill of flu but are I would have been better off if
better at this writing.
I just robbed her hen roost or
Mrs. Jocie Hicks spent
this threw a rock thru her window.
past week with her daughter and Woe is me.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore
I think an extended trip to
and Albert.
Yankeeland
would
be
very
Arthur Grissom spent Friday healthful.
evening with Mr: and Mrs. Edgar
—Bill of Harris Fork.
Grissom.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
and son, Robert, attended church
We bow comsat'', docks or
at the Mission Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce
for HOME and FARM
Sunday afternoon awhile. They
Machines
have been ill of flu but are better.
**Tie"&teeeta&fè
Raymond
Gambill returned
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
from the hospital the first of last BENNETT ELECTRIC
week and is doing nicely at his
Niain
217
Phone 201
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT
BOURBON
home.

PENT CTRING5"

ANDY TOMZIk

ICE CREAM

22

qq0M7lk
(REAM STATION
euvuti•

PINT

134• F U LTON,kV.

fastertooking!„
features! N
li'DeLuxe tow/tied !
Ifs

The call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

CABIN STILL

Gates V-Belts

Straight from Kentucky
4 Years Old

WNIISKI

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom
visited their
brother,
Arthur
Grissom of
Riceville
Sunday
evening, who is quite ill at the
home of his sister, Mrs. Vanford
Smiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
Mrs. Jocie Hicks attended church
at the Mission Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom attended
Sunday
School
and
church at the Riceville
Baptist
Church
Sunday
morning and
evening. Rev. Randell Johnston is
the pastor and preached
two
wonderful mesages.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts are
re-working their home and when
completed is
going to be very
beautiful. Mr. and Mrs. Watts liv'e
on West State Line.

These features prove

REFINISH

FRIGIDAIRE

YOUR OWN
FLOORS

electric range
• Fluorescent Cooking -Top
Lamp
• All-porcelain inside and
out
• Acid-Resisting Porcelain
Cooking Top
• Th•rmizer Deep-well
Cooker

VS&

Come in l Ask about all 10 new Frigidaire Ranges for 1950

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Fulton

Walnut Street

the
akea look atwith
n trucks

Fluid Drive!
NEW

You Can't Match a

• Cook -Master Oven Clock
Control
• Full-Width Storage Drawer
• Large upper storage
drawer
• New Radiantube 5-Speed
Units cook faster than ever
before and use less current
• Extra appliance outlet

Aftr

Aar

TRUCKS
Vie truck that do the mostfor you!
Have the floors in your
borne that dingy look? Resurface and refinish them.
You can easily make them
look like new. Do the lob
yoursolf. We can rent you
th•sandingequipmentand
supply the materials you
need. Ask us how to do

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Church

Phone 35

IEMEMBRINSISMIN
THE COLOR STICKS AND
-NE YOUTH LASTS BECAUSE
OF THE WAY THE

ESE SHIRTS
ARE BRUTES,WEAR
LIKE IRON, I MUST
REMEMBEV WHERE
,I BOUGHT 'EM.

MIDGE

OK LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANERS

\*,\

Makes driving
extra easy!

New safety on
slippery roads!

Yon get smooth-as-silk performance with
gYrol Fluid Drive—a Dodge exclusive
and 1-ton models.
available on Y6-,
This proved fluid coupling between engine
and clutch eliminates jerky starts, helps
prevent stalling. Loaf along in high, slow
down in traffic, speed up again—all without
touching the gearshift or clutch!

With Fluid Drive, there's lees wheelspinning, less tendency to skid on wet or
icy pavements. You can start in higher
gear, apply power gradually and get away
smoothly and safely. Traction is applied
more efficiently. With less wheel-spinning,
tires last longer, too—another moneysaving advantage of Fluid Drivel

More
convenience
on hills! I

lengthens
truck life!

Fluid Drive lets you stop on an upgrade
and hold your Dodge "Job-Rated" truck
in gear, simply by slightly speeding up
the engine. And on a downgrade, Fluid
Drive gives you effective engine braking.
Under all driving conditions, Fluid Drive
is easier on both driver and truck.

The "cushioned" power of Fluid Drive
saves wear and tear on over 80 vital parts
—including clutch, transmission, rear
axle. This insures longer truck life—lowers
your upkeep costs. And trade-in value
stays high; Ask us for interesting booklet
on g)rol Fluid Drive.

Better load
protection!

I

7a.€ elermany

WHAT "JOB-RATED" MEANS TO YOU
A Dodge "Job-Rated" truck is engineered
at the factory to fit a particular job ..
bud. longer_
save you money
Every unit from engine to rear axle i•
"Job-Rated"—factory-engineered to haul
a specific load over the roads you travel
and at the speeds you require_

LAUNDERS THEM—

COME IN AND BE CONVINCED! TRY A NEW

Fluid Drive assures extra-smooth starts
... protects your load. There's leas chance
for cargo to shift—low chance of breakage
or other damage.
•

Every unit that SUPPORTS the load—
frame, axles, springs, wheel., tires and
body—is engineered right to provide the
strength and capacity needed_
Every unit that MOVES the load—engine„
clutch, transmission, propeller shaft and
rear axle—is engineered right to meet a
particular operating condition_

EDE 4/o4,21Q4 Timu cpc.

WITH FLUID DRIVE!

joweJt Price!

OK LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
PHONE 130

ATIUNS MOTU COMPANY •

209 FOURTH STREET
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— Sponsors Girl Scouts

SOCIETY
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
HAVE MEET TUESDAY
WITH MRS. COLLIER
The Victory Homemakers Club
met Tuesday, March 20 in the
home of Mrs. Dean Collier with
Mrs. Gene Dowdy co-hostess.
Mrs. Cecil BUrnette, president,
presided over the business sesdission. There was a lengthy
cussion of plans for the eoming
year. Each member is expected
to write what she wants to study
and hand it to the president at
the next meeting so the president
can help complete the plans at
the next Advisory Council.
The third lesson on storage,
"Decorative Partitions for Dresser Drawers" was given by Mrs.
Dean Collier and Mrs. K A. Carver. They explained how easy
and inexpensive it is to make
partitions and they arc devices
which the entire family will appreciate.
The recreation leader, Mrs. T.
R. Williamson, led the group in
We
playing "In Our Garden
Grow" and in singing, "Sing You!
Way Home."
Mrs. Herman Roberts, landscape leader, gave some timely
hints on what to grow in the
garden.
Mrs. L. A. Clifton. reading
chairman, gave a very interesting
talk about "Easter."
Twenty-four members and one
visitor, Mrs. Ray Graham and
Mrs. McLeod, Home Agent, enjoyed a delicious pot luck lunch
at noon.

PYLegSaY

MRS. BUSHART
HEADS P-TA

I critappel
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
Chestnut Glade
ladies
of
the
1
Tie
THIS WEEK
CIRCLE HAS MEET
, Homemakers Club voted at Their
WITH MRS. ADAMS
/
Many
happy
returns of the.day
meet:ng last Thursday to sponsor 1 Mrs. Ward Bushart was named
The Annie Armstrong Circle of I
thL.t coin- f president of the West Fulton Par- 'to: 23rd, Mrs. J. T. Robey, Joe r
i
a
Gill
Scout
troop
in
rpet
the First Baptist Church
inanity. The ladies seem to 1:e I cnt-Teachers
Association at the Weaver Hill. Treva W. Splane, T.
Monday night at 6:45 for a pot; trying to keeP up* with their men I ennui,' election of -officers
on T. Boaz, John Winston
Adams;
lack supper with Mrs. Jewell Adfolk, who received their . Buy I Tuesday, March 2g. She succeeds 24th, Mrs. Jack
Allen;
26th, I
ams on the Martin Highway.
Scout charter this week.
Mrs. Ernest Fall,"r.
. Katherine Williamson; 28th. MilChairman, Mrs. Buel Carlisle.
tun Exum; 29th, Johnson Hill.
opened the meeting with prayer.
elected were;
Other officers
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, presented a
Bennett,
Mrs. Charles Robert
It Pays To Advertise
program, "God
very interesting
Mrs. Eugene —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
vice president;
Directs Steps."
Waggoner, secretary; Mrs.-.J. E.
Mrs. .J. C. Alfred, secretary and
Fall, Jr., corresponding secretary:
and
treasurer, called the roll
Mrs. Robert A. Binford, treasurer:
-was
minutes.
Mrs.
Carlisle
read
F. A. Homra, chairman of the
The P.-T. A. voted to purchase
session.
business
charge
of
the
Dry
in
Lakes District, announced a slide projector for use in the
memone
new
members,
today
Ten
that the Boy Scouts
will class rooms and to donate $100
one hold a paper' drive her on Sun- to buy films and slides. During
ber, Mrs. Bill Bennett and
visitor, Mrs. Neal Frields, were day, April 1. The boys Will meet the past year the association has
present.
at the Scout cabin and the drive also donated $100 to the Youth
Following the meeting a prayer will start from there.
Center and has helped purchase
service was held. The next meetbooks for children in the lower
ing will be at 7:00 p. m. April 9
grades.
with Mrs. J. D. Simpson on Edd- Deadline SetSet For
HOLIDAY JOY!
the
It was announced that
•..A GIFT FOR
Filing Applications
ings Street.
i11 be held
Spring Conference
For Scholarship
in Paducah on Tuesday,- April 10
LOYAL CRUSADERS
April 15 is the
deadline for and delegates from the loeal P.MEET MONDAY NIGHT
For gift-giving, home or church decorturning in applications for the T. A. will be the new officers
WITH MRS. M. OMAR
The Loyal Crusaders of the First Junior Woman's Club annual $100 and Mesdames Hendon Wright, E
ration, the spirit of the season suggests
Monday scholarship, it was'announced to- E. Williamson and William Mc
Methodist Church met
night with Mrs. Morgan Omar on day by Mrs. Wallace Ashby, club Dade.
See our -collection of
Easter Lilies!
Pearl Street with Miss Virginia president.
The scholarship is open to six
Brady co-hostess. •
NORMAN TRANSFERED
large, paper-white blossoms, beautifulboth
presided graduating senior girls at
Miss Winnie Bowlin
Wayne Norman; son of Air:
in the absence of the chairman. Fulton High and South Fulton H. C. Hooker ef 108 Cedar Strce;
ly potted, gaily ribboned!
Mrs. Fred Homra gave the de- High. The scholarship is avail- who volunteer..d E. a sarvie.,
entrance next the IL S. A:my six Month
votional. Mrs. Joe Treas and Mrs. able for college
Edward Benedict gave a playlet fall. The winner of the award wi!I 11.5 hem tran-f, ;Ted from
he announced on commencement
from the "Methodist Woman."
Bragf.:• N. C. te Governor,;
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell was pro- right.
O POTTED PLANTs
N. Y. He rc 2ivd his trani>t,
Applications must be made to Aliirch
gram leader and she introduced
14.
the
president
of the Junior WoMrs. J. C. Suggs, who told
a
Wayne's new address is: Pfc.
• COltsAGES
man's Club or chairman of the
beautiful Easter story.
Wayne E. Norman R. A. 15428467,
scholar.:.ip
committee
by
the S9Oth T. S. V. R. P.
new
Sixteen
members, one
B., Governors
• CUT FLOWERS
member, Mrs. Felix Gossum, Jr., 15th of next month. The appli- Island, N. Y.
ancL.two visitors, Mrs. J. C. Suggs cant will be judged on scholarand Mrs. Randall Burcham were ship achievements, charaeter, financial standing, recommendations
present.
elegio° /
letter of applicaDuring the social the hostesses received, her
tion
and
her
extra-curricular
acserved a lovely sandwich plate.
tivities.
-TNEMAYTA6
The scholarship was inauguratHOMEMAKERS TO MEET
'AUTOMATIC
The members of the
Victory ed as an annual club project last
_
WASHER
year,
and
Miss
Dorothy
Toon,
FLOWERS AND GIFTS
Homemakers Club are working ta
TELEPHONE 53
organize a new club in the Lod- Fulton High graduate, was the
S•I II. Forget It.
geston to McFadden Community. recipient.
Maytag-does all
There will be a meeting with
, the work. Soo it
Mrs. Myatt Johnson Wednesday, Masons Meet Tuesday
tor=,279
tar.
The Jerry Moss Chapter, RoyMarch 28 at 2 p. m. for the pural Arch Masons held their regu- BENNETT ELECTRIC
pose of organizing the club.
All persons interested are- ur- lar stated meeting Tuesday night 217 Main
Phone 201
at 7:30. Only routine business was
ged to attend.
taken care of.
RECRUITERS HERE
Beginning this week Sgt-ICL
Roy Zeran and T-Sgt
Howard!
Wheatcroft of the Army Recruit-1
ing Office at Mayfield will be at
the Fulton Post Office each Wednesday afternoon from 1 to 3:30.
They will recruit enListments
for the Army and Air Corps, both
male and female.

PAPER DRIVE IS
iUNDAY, APRIL 1
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ORDER EARLY!
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All Occasions

KILLEBREW'S
FLOWERS BY WIRE

GET READY FOR THE

\\ I

... when she thasight af what
she would have missed, had
she not come to City Electric.
Have YOU made our siessaiatmace yet?

(ITYELECTR1C;
r•IAL-E3
SERVICE
'
sfrri•trtigr-A.FC4hArir
4;I••2C OVARCIA I, AVE.

Family night for the members
and their families aril be April
13 at 7 o'clock at the Community
House'.
The next meeting will be
at
the Palestine Community Center
with Mrs. Erwin Bard and Mrs.
J. C. Lawson, Jr., ffostesses. The
meeting will be from 10 a. m.
until 5 p. m. as part of the day
will be spent making partitions
for dresser drawers.

,z Good Start
A
Spring!
for

wet, \t/ew

in smart fashions from

Kasnow's Dept. Store

r

Our racks .... our shelves .... our
counters are brimming over with
the latest styles and colors \
in Hester Coats
Easter Dresses
Easter Millinery

italowietyricevelemed

Easter Shoes
Easter Lecessor-ies to
go with3our

For a lovelier "leg complexion" this Easter
Try our new

FACE POWDER FINISH
stockings
by BUR-MIL CAMEO

What powder does for your face
Cameo's Face Powder Finish
can do for your legs! This softer,
duller, lovelier look these stockings
give your legs...is achieved with
an exclusive Cameo finish. Sheer...
luxurious longer-wearing...
these are Holiday stockings
you can afford to wear every day
after Easter.
te;atil 4515°

ITS EASY TO DRESS UP
FOR EASTER AT KASNOW'S because our clothing is
smart-looking, yet priced
within means of the moderate

"HALF Tiff
FUN OF
HAVING
MT"

income.
Come in TODAY and see .
our fresh, exciting, beautiful
new fashions .... look
your youngest and prettiest

In proportioned lengths

ever, this Easter!

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lake Street

Fulton
ww•ww

1
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Colored
$2460 IS RAISED Hickman
Woman Critically
IN SCOUT DRIVE • In'Aured When Shot

WSCS CONFERENCE
IN MEMPHIS

T
World Is My 'Par':11:'
of the Annual Conferthe thee
This morning at 11 a. m. a col- ' ence Wem
Society of ChristA total of $2460.00 was sollect- ored woman by the name of T. ian Seisice, 'jell will he he
at
ed in the district during the f:n- McConnell, 50, of Hickman was : Oolvary Churc , Memphis, bethis
she , -ginning at 10:30 a. m. Tuesday,
ancial drives this year. Of
critically
wounded, when
amount, ste60.00 was collected in was shot in the stomach by a col- I March 27th and clo.'ng at noon
$200.00
from
Clinton
and
ored
man,
also
of
Hickman
.
.
.The
on Thursday, March eth. Mrs.
Fulton,
$400.00 from Hickman, it was re- woman was rushed to a Fulton .Marcus Phillips, Jackso
Tenn.
vented at the Dry Lake District hospital, but being unable to be i ConLrehce
rePresident wi
Committee of the Boy Scouts held admitted here was carried on tol side.
Monday night at the City Nation- the Union City hospital.
All, attending Will erijoy hear
S.
al'Bank.
According to the assistant chief I ing :such an outstanding speaker
Those attending were: .1. G. of police at Hickman, the "Mc- as Bishop Marvin A. Franklin,
Virden, Louis Weaks, D. H. Will- Connell woman was playing cards1 Jackson, Miss., on Tuesday evenwomen, when ing. Mrs. E. B. White, Jacksoniams, Scoutmaster of the Chestnut with some other
man
entered the ville, Fla., Secretary of Spiritual
Glade Troop, Scoutmaster Char- the colored
1Life of 'the -Woman's Division of
les Walker, Charles B... Jones, house and started shooting.
The
rrian was arrested by Hick- I Christian Service, will
Scoutmaster of Troop.44, Rev.
deliver
man
police
shortly after
the the noonday messages- each day.
Chrystie, CubMaster at HiCkman,
shooting.
His
name was not Miss Kathryn
Finis Vancil Sid
Rose, Elbert
Bieri, New York
Scout Executive, learned.
City, a former missionary to AfJohns, Field
rica and at present Secretary of
Foad Homra, Edwin - Mayfield,
Scoutmaster at Cayce, Jack
Missionary Personnel of the WoSpeight, Noel Barnes, Hugh Barman's Division, w:11 speak twice
on Wednesday.
nes, Ira Kane, ift E. Sanford, Robert Burrow,. and Pertes Pigue.
, The Conference officers
and
other guest
speakers will give
At the meeting reports were
made of all troops and Cubs. Also
Milton Counce has announced ' the challenging picture of women
for thg
coming
Civil Defense and First Aid pro- that the South Fulton
of
Boosters working
grams
were
outlined by Mr. Club is sponsoring a "Night ' of Christ's Kingdom and for making
Johns. Plans were made for the Music" at the high school audi- the World His Parish.
advancement of Scouts and
a toe ium on Friday night.
The Memorial Service will be
Court of Honor.
Such talent as Ruth Byars, pop- Thursday mornrng, conducted by
At the meetmg it was decidest ular Fulton pianist, Friendly Five . Mi s. T. S. McFerrin of Memphis
that an overnight- camp for all quartet fenrri ()Mom the Sharon Following this will be the elecBey Somts of the di-driet will he Lif.:les from Sharon and ctlicr:; tion end in 1.41ation of Conferheld at Kentucky
Lake durinr will appear ort.the program.
ence
01'fiec. and the Pledge
tin ii.onth of May.
Proceeds froisthe prrigram will See vice of
, go t,, the Red CI oss.
The hi-Holing from Fulton v;iI:
attend the
conference:
Mrs.
Junior Pittman
SmAh Atkins, Conference ProChestnut Glade Scout
Gets Life In Prison
motion
Secretary; Mrs. Floyd
Charter Arrives Here
Dedmon Paris District Status of
John Melvin (Junior) Pittman
Secretary; Mrs. Glenn
was sentenced to life imprisonThe troop charter for Boy Scout Women
Circuit Troop 41 of Chestnut Glade ar- Walker, Paris District Treasurer;
Graves
ment by the
Court Saturday night; after an rived Tuesday morning from Na- Mrs. Milburn Conner, Delegate
found him tional
jury had
Headquarters, from South Fulton Circuit Soall-male
Scout
Fulton Washington, D. C., D. H. Will- ciety; Mrs. E. E. Mount, Delegate
guilty of the murder of
axi-driver William Ring on Sept. iams scoutmaster announced to- from Fulton First
Church Society and Mrs. Grace Griffin.
23. The jury returned its verilict day.
o the Graves Circuit Court i!ter
is
The Chestnut Glade troop
ive hours and 20 minutes deliber- sponsored by the
MRS. ELLA BARD
Fulton Loyal
ation.
Funeral services for Mrs. Lila
Order of the Moose, and was organized December 20. Since that Jane Bard, 90, who died Tueday
home of her son,
date the troop has met regularly. at the
1
There are 19 members in the new Bard in Water Valley, were connumber ducted Wednesday afternoon at
troop, and 14 of this
have passed their Court of lion- the Bayou de Cheln Church with
or and are now Tenderfoots.
Miss Letie Clements of Dukedom
The Troop Committee is com- officiating with burial in Camp
posed of William Ward, chair- Beauregard _cemetery under diof I
man, Beecher 0. Finch; T. R. rection of Jackson Brothers
Friday and Saturday
Fleming.
Dukedom.
March 23.24
Survivors are: two sons; Earl
returned and Everette Bard both of Water
Williamson
Gene
grandchildren and
Wednesday night after spending Valley, two
three great grandchildren.
the week in Lexington.
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All Agree...
You Save
Much More
at A&P!
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NIGHT OF MUSIC
AT SOUTH FULTON
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2 BIG HITS

1

)
113,!1 4z,,IL
SUNDAY IS EASTER!
THE IDEAL GIFT IS
9
Doulin Mosey•Mops. tod
-PILAYS-

CHOCOLATES

Customers' Corner

All prices shown here
(including those of items
not subject to price
ceilings) are guaranteed
-Wednesday, Mar. 21st
-through Tues., Mar. 27t1-

%lore than 5.000 loyal A&P emplo)ces•are noiv loyal members of
our countr)'s armed forces.
'
Each
arc he:rig joine(l by more and morc of the
)oung Alen who have served you
so well in your A&P.
Despite the loss of these experienced employees, those of us.
who remain on the job.are working hard to maintain our high
standards of quality and service.

Fully Cooked. Tender

Smoked Hams

Your comments .and suggestions will help us train our new
employees to keep your AO a
better place to shop. Please write:
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT
-A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Ave.

New York 17, N. 1.

WHOLE

BUTT PORTION

lb. 69c lb. 69c lb. 59c
OvenReady

FRESH COUNTRY

EGGS

CTN.
DOZ.

4 to 8-1b. average
SMOKED PICNICS
All Good or Dawn
SLICED BACON
SLAB BACON any cut
Rib End Loin
PORK ROAST
Grand Duchess
FROZEN STEAKS
Fresh Full Dressed
FRYERS
Fresh Frozen (Med. Size)
SHRIMP
COD FILLETS, Skinless
POLLOCK FILLETS

lb. 47c

TOMATOES

,
MOMS
NUTS HEDY
SAD 581
MEAT S OPI IN
AAAAAA

ofVe also handle
HOLLINSWORTH
and
PANGBURN
Candies.

Mon. - Tues.

Sun. March 25-26-27

CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake Street

Phones: 70-428

Perfect Strike
1-lb. can 47c
CHUM SALMON
California Grated
6-oz. can 25c
TUNA risli
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Slices
16-oz. jar 25e
PICKLES
Red, Sour, Pitted
CHERRIES
. 2 No. 2 cans 37c
Iona Sliced
PEACHES
No. 2/
1
2 can 29c
Iona Unpeeled Halves
APRICOTS
No. 2/
1
2 can 27c

lb. 64c
lb. 59c
lb. 35c
lb. 29c

2T

. Frozen Foods
VittOSTAI

•
('41111.1(.,
„„

Wednesday - Thursday
March 28-29

,
,
#
1
,1 .57eeti/et'
49
r
xlc;fri",s/74.,
I
6VPIES.,SWI'

for
EASTER
EASTER LILIES in all their white loveliness,
beautifully potted.
A WIDE VARIETY of other pot plants.
CORSAGES to add a gay air to milady's
Easter outfit.

Scott's Floral Shoppe
304 Main Street

St.oliti 4'00 Gil 0E911 Wel
abatis Peirg 11S111 flar NM WEN

Phone 20-J

Flowers for all occasions
•••■••

School Boy Washington State Sox
Winesap or Red Delicious
3-lbs. 2k
APPLES
lb. 16c
BANANAS, Golden Ripe
Florida Marsh Seedless
8-lb. mesh bag 4k
GRAPEFRUIT
U. S. No. 1 White New York
10-lb. bag 39e
POTATOES
New Florida Red
10-lb. 69c
POTATOES
lb. 19c
GREEN BEANS, Fla.
Iceberg 60 Size
2 heads 25e
LETTUCE
FLORIDA VALENCIA

ORANGES
5

Florida Gold Quick Fr :en
ORANGE JUICE
2 6-e.. cans 33c
Blue Grass
1-1b. plsg. 39c
STRAWBERRIES
Fresh'e
10-oz. pkg. 25c
BROCCOLI
Fresh'e Fordhook
LIMA BEANS
12-oz. pkg. 29c
Mountain View
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
10-oz. pkg. 29c
Honor Brand
12-oz. pkg. 25c
PEAS

A&P'COFFEE
8 O'CLOCK, 1-1b. bag 77c-3-1b. bag 2.25
BOKAR, 1-lb. bag 81c - 3-1b. bag 2.37
RED CIRCLE, 1-1b. bag 79e-3-1b. bag 2.31

GOLDEN WHOLE GRAIN

NIBLET CORN 12--OZ. 16'
Ann Page Vegeterian
BEANS
16-oz. can 11c
LIMA BEANS, looa
16-oz. can 10c
GREEN BEANS, Iona
2 No. 2 cans 27c
HOMINY, Iona
2 MR 2/
1
2 cans 23e
IONA PEAS, Tender
2 No. 303 cans 27c
CUT BEETS, Iona
No. 2 can 12e
LARGE TENDER PEAS

GREEN GIANT ?C:
4:1. °3 19
P
BA A
LL
SAER
GD
GsDYE
ECUITS .
2 pkgs.
Pkg. 25c
115c
CHICK CHICK EGG DYE
pkg. 10c
Yukon Club Plus Hot. Pep.
BEVERAGES
3 24-oz. bots. 29c
i
AAA

'ABAG 39
' 8BAG

the perfect remembrance

A & P FANCY

APPLE SAUCE 2 Nc:.: 29'1

14-oz. pkg 89c

TUBE

56(

lb. 45c

6/
1
2 INCH SIZE
Chocolate Enrobed
ea 89c
EASTER EGG, cake
Easter Nest Cup
6 for 45e
CAKE
Coffee Cake
ea. 39c
RAISIN TWIST
des. 39e
GLAZED DONUT
pkg. of 6 32c
PERSIAN ROLLS
Jane Parker White
20-oz. loaf 16c
BREAD
Plain Rolls
pkg. 18c
BROWN 'N SERVE
Choc. Enrobed Devils Food
pkg. of 6 36c
CUP CAKES
Jane Parker - Most Varieties
each 52c
PIES
Jane Parker
20-oz. loaf 19c
MILK BREAD
loaf 20c
STUFFING BREAD

TOM TURKEYS
18 LBS. UP
LB.

lb. 57c
lb. 52c

PEAK BRAND FIRM RIPE

JANE 1'I4Sidia EASTER GLORY

LAYER CAKE EA 77'

Turkeys

YOUNG HENS
14 LBS. DOWN
LB. 69(

45'

Mild VAsconsi
heddar
CHEESE, Crea s.
lb. 51c
Food
American Che
2-1b. loaf 92e
CHED-0Sharp
lb. 64c
CHEDDAR CHEESE
Krafts Cheese Food
2-lb. loaf 95c
VELVEETA 3-oa. pkg 17c
PHIL. CREAM CHEESE
LIEDERKRANZ, Bordens 4-oz. pkg. 39c
lb. 61c
BLUE CHEESE, Imported
lb. The
SWISS CHEESE, Domestic
1-lb. bowl 28c
COTTAGE CHEESE
Pasteurized
qt. 22c*
SWEET MILK

SHANK PORTION

59'

2 bunches
GREEN ONIONS
2 large bunches
RED RADISHES
Clean
cello bag
KALE or SPINACH
Florida Jumbo 18
stalk
PASCAL CELERY

19c
15c

ME .As* Page Tart-Sweet
.

Salad Dressing pt 33c

27c
25c

Sultana Stuffed
OLIVES
Ann Page Preserves
STRAWBERRY

4/
1
2-oz. Jar 29c
12-oz. jar 33c

EASTER CANDY
Worthmore
JELLY EGGS
Worthmore Cocoanut
CREAM ,EGGS
MARSHMALLOW EGGS
Worthmore Candy
EASTER MIX
Warwick Assorted
CHOCOLATES
SPERRYS CREAM EGGS
Worthmore Marshmallow
EGGS

A&P's PRICE POLICY
1-1b. bag 25c
1-1b. box 35c
1-lb. bag 29c
1-1b. bag 25c
1-1b. box 59c
3 for 25c
6-oz. ctn. 19c

• gtorewide low prices on hundreds
of items every day ... instead of
just a few "one-day" or "weekend" specials.

• All advertised prices (including
those items not subject to price
ceilings) are guaranteed for one
week, even though market prices
go up.

•

We believe this policy helps our
customers save more money.
Copyright 1951
The Great
Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Co.

• With the correct price marked on
every item, plus an Itemized cash
register slip. .. you know what
you use at MP.
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1.1.AND
lat Kentucky Lake Park

Senator Mundt and some other

NAMES
10NOR STUDENTS

eapi. Tam's Column

members of Congress, asked the
officers of the National Coalition
annual Sunr,se
I The second
Committee to come to Washingby
Service sponsored by the Eggner's
ton and discuss the Coalition matW. L. Holland, superintendent
Ferry Bridge Area Association
Capt. Turn L. Gibson, Friars Point, Miss.
ter. We did. They made us the
will be held Easter morning in of city schools is today announproposition that if they named in
James T. Lowe of toe United during operations in Korea from Kentucky Lake State Park. An el? the honor roll students for
110W MUCH DO YOU CARE
It is no small task to whip. a their national convention, SenaStates Naval Reserve, son of Mrs. 15 September to 2 Nevember Easter sermon and a program of th _ semester ending currently.
WHERE YOU DRIFT?
Communistic Administration that tor Byrd or someone of his type
They are as follows:
Edith Lowe of Fulton, has re- 1950. Hospital Corpsman Second sacred mus,z. will tie presented as reshman Boys:
How much do you care where is so well entrenched because of as president, with a running mate
the sun rises over the Lake.
Lowe,
Class
f
as
serving
corpsman
excellent
of similar ability from the North,
ceived a citation for
you drift towards Communism? its ability to give jobs, make apin charge of a collection section, In these times when in3st men' Donald Mac Speight.
on the Republican ticket, would
service in the line of his profes- displayed
ophonaire Boys:
propriations, and lend money by
A
lot?
No,
courage
not
skill,
the
great
and
average
perview
apprehensions
the
world
with
the people of the South support
sion while serving with a Marine confidence in the performance of
Tommy Phillips.
son. It might be that you do not the billions of dollars to irresponand fear, the hope inspired Dv
support them. We told them that
medical company • during operaJunior Boys:
know what to do, that makes it sible persons, like the R. F. C.
worked
and
He
duties.
day
his
Easter
increasing'',
becomes
imwe thought there would be no
tions in Korea from Sept. 15 to
Jimmy Sisson, Jere Thomas, look like you don't ckre.
or portant to the realization of the
does.
in night, regardless of danger
doubt about it. We even went a
Nov. 2. He is still stationed
IIal Wiseman.
and
under
fatigue
personal
often
4
peace
all
associamen
seek,
the
It is hard to stop the wave of little further and said that if they
Korea and has been in some of
Senior. Boys:
enemy fire, to direct and super- tion said.
taking away from those according nominate a man who would stand
the heaviest fighting of that conWendell Norman, Tommy Nall. Six County Students
vise the treatment and care Of the
Everyone
is
cordially
invited
to
All
to their
abilities and give to unequivically for States Rights
flict.
A's:
casualties. His coolness under attend
Get Honor Ratings
and
participate in the Edwin
others according to their needs, and Free Enterprise, against the
Bondurant, Roma SatLowe, a Fulton High graduate, fire andfrairft-, efficient manner community service.
t,rfield, Martha Callison, Martha
Six students from Fulton Coun- but if this is done much longer, platform of the present Adminiwas commended for the citation was an inspiration to all who obwill stop their stration and centralized governSue Holland, Wendell Norman, ty were named on the honor roll those of ability
by Oliver P. Smith, Major Gener- served him and contributed maTommy Nall.
at Murray State College for the sacrificing, their long hard hours ment, we would support them.
ROCK SPRINGS
efficient
al, U. S. Marine Corps, who is terially to the rapid
of
labor and risk, because they
Freshmen Girls:
This last move would have to
first semester. They are: Jerry
Nettie Lee Copleen
General of the evacuation of the casualties.
Commanding
Jane Austin, Sylvia Ashby, Lee Johnson, Otha Lintop, Pat- are punished for doing it. Then come from the ''grass roots" as
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jarrett of
First Marine Division.
who
will
give to those who need, our members in Congressiand our
ricia Sublette, Jesse
Corpsman
Lowe's conduct Memphis, spent Saturday nigh t Beverly Cursey.
Walker,
governors in the South felt that
Evelyn Walters, Janice Wheeler. but don't produce?
received by the throughout was in keeping with and Sunday with Mr. and M rs. , Sophomore Girls:
The citation
We have opened up the Nation- the people would feel that they
Carolyn Allen, Mignon FlemMarine is as follows:
the highest traditions of the Uni- James Veatch.
al Coalition Committee with the were leading them astray if they
ing, Shirley
Rashid, Shirley
ted States Naval Service."
Luther Veatch, James
and Homra,
"For excellent service in the
idea of uniting the forces of the suggested that we vote for a matFrethrica Gibson, Nancy
Lowe received the Commenda- Brenda spent awhile Monday Stovall, Shirley Easley.
line of profession while serving
North and South, composed
a
of ter of principle in place of
with a Marine medical company tion Metal Pendant and Ribbon morning with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Junior Girls;
people like you and your neigh- party label.
Veatch.
bor who feel like there should be
I Nancy Breeden. Peggy CummNow the part you can play is
Mrs. Dorothy Douglas and baby ings,
an opportunity
to join a battle to contact your state officers,
Marion Daws, Jessie HardBOB HAY
visited Wednesday afternoon with in
• _ g Linda Imlay, Ann
against
the
socialistic trend in your Congressmen, your
Linton, 'Funeral services fcr
state
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen.
Bob Hay. our country. Well
Patsy Merryman, Jane Newsom. who died
here is the op- committee and tell them to go inSunday night at
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow and
his
portunitj..
Martha Sue Smith. Louise Han- home
to action- and help the Coalition.
near Austin Springs, were
Glen Ray visited awhile Tuesday
• cock, Rosalyn Ann Bennett.
held Tuesday at Chapel Hill with
afternoon
with Joe Snow.
Miss
Senior Girls:
Rev. T. Y. Smithmier officiating.
Fay Jackson spent Fri- , Betty
Ann"Adams, Susan Ad- Burial, under
direction of Winday with Mr. and
Mrs. Bob ' anis, Rebecca
Alexander, Shirley sett Funeral
Home of .Martin,
Veatch.
• Bone, Jean Crocker, Betty June was in
Greenlea
cemetery in FulMiss Narie Moore was the week ,
Thomas, Nancy Wilson.
6$1441EL/
ton.
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest'
Gilbert, near Cuba.
Mr. Hay was born May 22, 1869
June Henderson is spending a I
near Pierce, Tenn. He made his
WESLEY NEWS
"It Certainly Pays to
few days with Martha Kay Copehome in this community for 60
Mrs. Leon Wright
len.-I Mrs. Emily Hardin and Mrs. years but moved to
Weakley
get Laundry Care!"
iEmily Nall spent Saturday after- County about 20 years ago. He
, noon with Rev. and Mrs. E. C. was a member of the Methodist
with Combat "V".
Church.
"It costs me more to
was Nail.
The former Fulton boy
On November 21, 1902 he margraduated from
Fulton
High
Mrs. Carrie Wright of Plydo the laundry mySchool in 1943, and in February mouth. Ind., spent this past week ried Ethel Duncan and four chi'.
1944 entered the U. S. Navy, , with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright dren were born to this union two
self!"
of which died in infancy.
where he served four years, with and Rev. and Mrs. E. C: Nall.
Survivors
are: his wife; a
one and a half years of that time
Tommie Clapp and Billie
spent working at a base hospital Wright spent the weekend with daughter, Mrs. Lily McCree
of
in Guam. After the war he spent Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright, Mr. Pierce; a son, Amos Hay, who
DON'T STORE AWAY YOUR OLD
It's sound advice to save time, save money by some time at the Naval base in and Mrs. Hamp Clapp. Jan and lived _with his parents; two
CHAIRS AND TABLES
Stockton before he received his Bill Hamlett were Sunday after- brothers, Algie and Ed Hay of
sending us your landry! See your washables discharge in March 1949.
Pierce; a sister, Mrs. Lela Ma,noon guests.
Dress them in gay colors with WaterWhile stationed at Stockton in
There will be a special Easter theny of Bahama
Beach, Fla.:
sparkling clean - - the bill - - surPrisingly low! August,
grandchildren and
1946, Lowe married Miss service Sunday n:ght at Wesley five
three
Enamel—make them useful addip
spar
Maude Ellen Stagg. They have Church and visitors are invited. great grandchildren.
Phone 14
tions to your home. One coat will cover
He is a brother-in-law of Mrs.
two sons, James Thomas, Jr., 3,, Mrs. Helen Bostick and Rickie
and Donald Edward, two-months- were visitors Monday in the Rus- Ruby Neisler of Fulton.
old enamel surfaces solidly—
old.
I sell Bockman home.
dries quickl to long-lasting,
I Friends and
relatives
were —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
grieved and shocked Monday to
mar-resistant beauty.
Accurate
receive word of Hafford Duke's
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
sudden death in Tuscon, Ariz.
WORKMANSHIP
—PHONE 14—
He had been in bad health sevAt Low Cost eral
yet-1.s and had gone west for
.—Sec—
Watches, Clocks and Time his health.
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateMr. and Mrs. Bernard Bostick T. H. -Tom" Cowden
ly Repaired at Low Cost by— and son were Sunday afternoon
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn
2l0 CHURCH STREET
PlIoNt 909
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. David
ANDREWS
Phelps.

CORPSMAN JAMES LOWE CITED FOR
COURAGE, SKILL IN KOREAN WAR

DEATHS

vac/CANi"Ger4eerre-.?
goy/se/vow

evirmaRav

WATERSPAR ENAMEL

PARISIAN

\\\

FHA LOANS

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

LAUNDRY SERVICE

Jewelry Company
•••••••••

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

PHONE

Prompt service!
Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door.
... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

Have
a Coke!
To be refreshed

PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
HAS ALL DAY MEETING
ON FRIDAY, MARCH 16
Twenty six members and five
viitors were present for the allday meeting of the
Palestine
Homemakers Friday. March 16 at
the community center.
The third lesson on
storage,
;D
res
erTerratD
ivreawers
paztiw
tions
as
for
r _the
by
given
Mrs. Clyde Burnette and
Mrs
Harvey Pewitt.
"With a little time and labor
plus a few inexpensive supplies
partitions can be made that will
serve far years," said Mrs. Pewitt. Mrs. Burnette demonstrated
the lesson by partitioning a drawer at the meeting.
Mrs. P. F. King. president, gave
a report on Advisory • Council.
The district homemakers meetwill be Anril 26 at the Murray
School auditorium. Each member
is to carry a sack lunch.
The program for the following
year was discussed but no definite plans were made. It was de:cided that each member would
write on a slip of paper what she
I wants to study for another year
and bring it to the next meeting.
A work-day for the members
• to make partitions in drawers and
'bottom stools was set for March
, 28. Mrs. Gus Browder, reading
'chairman, gave an interesting reI port from. Readers Digest, "The
'Miracle at Carville" by
Betty
:Martin.
' Recreation leader, Mrs. Leslie
Nugent led the group in singing,
I "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"
and the "Irish Potato Relay."
I A pot luck meal was served at
noon with Mrs. Charles Powell,
I Mrs. Jamie Wade and Mrs. Robert Watts as hostesses.
The club is glad ro
welcome
Mrs. Claude Freeman as a new
member. Visitors
were: Mrs.
Freeman, Mrs. C. J. Bowers, Mrs.
Porter Twigg, Mrs. Thomas Jones
and a former member of the club,
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence.

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Get the feel
of real refreshment

Veterinary Service

0

Lighttruck
with a lifeline!
XTRA•DUTY- engineered from rims
to roof, packed with power—these
new OMC
to 2-tonners are truckbuilt to stay younr and free of trouble
down through the uncertain years ahead.

E

Free -Valve nction, wider Twin-Action
hydraulic brakes, heavier front axles,
new thrifty carburetion, M'eathersealed
"Six-Footer"Cabs with new Ventipanecontrolled ventilation—lifetime engi.
neering in every detail.

Model for model, feature for feature —
things like these tell you why: Rotating

Yet one thrifty price covers all—you
pay no"extras." As your GMC dealer,
let us prove to you that extra-duty
features are standard equipment on a
Come in — compare these hauling
champs. In price, in product— in-oper'
cling economy—there's never been a letter
buy!

Ge grealtruck!
/
1
2- to 2-tonners— unsurpassed
in horsepower at the clutch!

Two Great New Engines with Synchro-Mesh Transmission • Tocco-Hardened Crankshaft • Full-Pressure
Lubrication of all main bearings, rod bearings and
piston pins • Plus rigid Truck-Built Frame • Husky
35-Amp. Generator • Airplane-Typo Main and Rod
Bearings • Easy-Turn Steering with Recirculating
Ball-Bearing Action • Choice of 9 Liietime Colorsl

Phone 1107-It
or fall 70
Graduate Veterinarian

6OTTLED UNDER AlfiHORHY OF THE COCA-COLA COMFAM
ST

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1 951,Th• Coco-Col. Company

Loaded on Martin-Fulton

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
1111 and penal Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

Highway.
You'll do bettor on a used truck with your GMC dealer

imeimani

MOM
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other
KI the
alition
shingmeta the
tied in
Senas type
r mate
North,
would
ipport
n that
be no
rent a
f they
stand
Rights
at the
imini3vern-

First Methodist Church
Rev. C. E. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship
10:55 a. in.
Evening Service
7:30 p. m.
M. Y. F.
6:00 jr. m.

"Faith and Hope
triumphant say
Christ will rise
on Easter Day...."

ive to
s" as
Id our
t that
: they
f they
matif
a

Central Church of Christ
E. W. Stovall, Minister
Bible School
10:00 a.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.

Walnut Grove Methodist
Church
Thomas Y. Smithmier, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
(Every Fourth Sunday)

Crutchfield Baptist
Church
Joe Wilson, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching first and third Sunday

Liberty Baptist Church

lay is
fleers,
state
go inPion.
——

Russell E. Crouse, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Training Union
6:45 p. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.

Palestine Methodist
Church
Vyron Bishop, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching 1st and 3rd Sundays, 11
o'clock.

Seventh-Day Adventist
Church
Elder C. C. Balser, pastor
Services held every Saturday.
Sabbath School
9:30 a. m.
Missionary Service
10:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.

EL

S. Fulton Baptist Church
J. T. Drace, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Woship ........ 11:00 a. m.
Training Union
6:15 p. m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.

ra.

First Baptist Church
Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor
Sunday School
9:45 p. m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a. m.
Training Union
6:30 p. m.

YOURS IS THE HOPE THE WORLD IS SEEKING

Christian Science Society
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Seniors at
9:45 a. m.
Beginning and Intermediate
groups at
11:00 a. m.

Yours is the reqssurance the world so greatly needs. The wonderful story of the Resurrection is the one ray of light and hope
in these times of darkness and despair. Join the Christian Community as it lifts its roice in joyful praise .... as it listens to

Wesley Methodist
Rev. J. F. McMinn, pastor
I Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Second Sunday and Fourth Sunday night at 7 o'clock.

the greatest story of eternal triumph. Come to the Church of
your choice on Easter Sunday!

First Christian Church
L. R. Still, minister
Church School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.

Fulton C. Presbyterian
Rev. Woodside, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
' 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.

Come to Church on Easter

McConnell Baptist
Floyd Sanders, pastor
Sunday School .. .... 10:00 a. m.
Preaching 1st and 3rd Sunday
11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.

Riceville Baptist

Flowers by—

Rev. Randol Johnson, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Sunday evening services will be
at 7:00 p. m.

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE

Church of the Nazarene

..THIS PAGE SPONSORED BY THE FOLLOWING:
SMITH'S CAFE

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

Visit our beautiful Rose Room

Pittsburgh Paints — Imperial Wallpapers
210 Church Street

Phone 909

Call 20 J

304 Main Street

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
Custom grinding and mixing
Phone 620

409 College Street

HORNER'S JEWELRY STORE

R. A. OWENS GROCERY

456 Lake Street

Full line of staple groceries—fresh meats
191 Jackson

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Prompt Delivery

"Prescriptions carefully compounded"

Full line of groceries and meats

Call 70 or 428

P. T. JONES & SON

Call 1339

408 Lake Street

405 (ireen Street

6

JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME

Phone 702

Dukedom, Tennewee •

BENNETT DRUG STORE
207 6th Street

Phone 137

Walnut Street

GREEN BROS. GARAGE

Phone 5

109 Paschall Street

ph one

Phone 207

AMERICAN LEGION CONCESSIONS

—Insurance208 Main Street

EXUM RADIO & ELECTRIC SHOP

Phone 11

ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS

McConnell Church of
Christ
Arles Anterph, minister
Bible School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:00 a. m.
11:00 a. m.
7:00 p. m

Water Valley Methodist
Church

FULTON MARKET
211 Main Street

Trinity Episcopal
J. J. Williams, Lay Reader
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.

MERRYMAN GROCERY
"A friendly neighborhood store"

East State Line

St. Edwards Catholic •
Mass at 9:00 a. m. each Sunday.
Confessions before mass.

Phone 1300

SAWYER'S MARKET
Phone 75

Phone 336

W. A. Jordon, pastor
Bible School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
1100 a. m.
Y P S Society
7:00 p. m.
Special Evangelistic service 7:30
p. m.

188

East ith Street

Phone 9162

Bryan Bishop, pastgr
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Services
11:00 a. m.
Sunday evening at Palestine 7:00

Water Valley Baptist
Church
Roy Shepherd, pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. .m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Bible Class
8:45 p. m.
Evening Service
7:30 p. m.
Bro. 011ie Batts, preaching.
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as dates
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ious events set for the week-end. urday night with Mr. and
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Leon Charlton and family.
Best insurance.
Lila Mae and Margaret Sunday as their weekend guests her sister, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hendon
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Pa- night awhile.
Refricieralion Service
WATER VALLEY
ducah spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr, Mr. and family of Milan.
Odell Puckett
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
and Mrs. Everett Carr and CharMr. and Mrs. Roy Watts drove
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More Corn...Less Cob
With Southern States Hybrids
Take a look at that big healthy ear on the left.
The one
with the deep, golden kernels and the small but
well-filled
cob. It's a typical Southern States Hybrid ear. And
it means
more corn for you to feed. And more corn for
you to selll
You see the difference for yourself — shell
out a Southern States Hybrid ear and an
ordinary hybrid ear to compare. You'll get
more shelled corn from the Southern States
Hybrid. Remember, a few dozen of tkese
extra kernels per ear makes a whale of a
difference in your total yield.

MAN
Immo

So ask for Southern States Hybrids . . . the hybrids
that
grow more corn on less cob. Double
guaranteed, they're
your assurance of bigger yields.

055,55
num* .., 01111110
—ADDED—
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
LATEST NEWS

Wednesday - Thursday
JOHN CARROLL
VERA RALSTON
—in—

"BELLE LE
GRANDE"

Korean Lespedeza
Kobe Lespedeza
Alsike Clover
Ladino Clover
Red Clover
White Dutch Clover
Sweet Clover
Alfalfa
Orchard Grass
Blue Grass
Red Top
Ky 31 Fescue
Sweet Sudan Grass

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
IW! Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

SHOES
As you walk down the avenue dress in these pretty
shoes. You'U have comfort
and grace as you set the
pace in smart Grace Walker
shoes.

FOR THE BIGGEST CHICKS EVER AT
5 WEEKS ON PURINA CHICK STARTENA
1951 Purina Chick Startena,
Purina's answer to fast growth,
big development and feathering, contains Formula 1028...
B-12 Supplement, Antibiotic
Supplement and Growth Vitamins.

This NEW FORMULA developed by 1028 feeding terts helps
poultry
raisers get biggest
chicks EVER at 5 weeks on the
Purina Plan.
See us, for NEW, RETEIR
Purina Chick Startena containing Formula 1028.

Get our prices, and see our quality

cbett)

before you buy your

SEED FOR SPRING SEEDING

Cuban

We have the following:
Red top, Timothy, orchard grass, Blue grass, Rye
grass,
Kentucky 31 Fescue (certified and non-certified);
Spring
oats, Ladino (certified and non-certified); Red clover,
sweet
cloyer, Alsike, Sweet sudan gram, White Dutch, Kobe,
Korean, Serecia and Alfalfa.

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR

SEED CORN & FERTILIZER

When a lot of walking you must do
you'll find added comfort in this shoe
... Grace Walkers.

FOR EARLY DELIVERY

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

FRY'S SHOE STORE
/20 Lake Street

409 COLLEGE STREET
Custom Seed Cleanhig

Fulton

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

IN • Ill MI II III • II

III • II • 15 IV•
=NI
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CAYCE NEWS

W.PIGUE GETS
FINE PROMOTI04 1

1Clarice Bondurant
Tom Farley attended the State
Tournament in
Lexington, Ky.,
last week. Mrs. Farley aqd chilZ. W. (Forty) l'igue t.s 'con
dren, June and Elaine visited her
Manawii. fer
parents in Russelville, Ky., while appointed District
of
spite
the
•
rain a large Scott's Floral shops of Fulton. ' he was.away.
In
The Westinghouse Corporation, it
was learned here toda.
crowd was pregent Sunday at the
At noon a delicious meal was
Mr. and Mrs. T, A. McClellan
Mr. Pigue will spend
dedicaLon services of the
new' serv.-cl to the audience and in the and Mrs. Margaret
Workman end
in Water Valley s
afternoon a 'singing was held.
Methodist Church at Dukedom.
spent the weekend with Mr. and mother,
Mrs. Pe1=1 Pi[
Au
appropriate
musical pro- Mrs. Ruel Pafford and son, Hugh
The dedication sermon was deto Dallas, where he
Mac in St. Louis, Mo.
livered by the Rev. J. S. &vans. grain was prepared.
cated as District Manages
District Superintendent, at 11 a.
During the services the church
Mrs. Me Roper and
Mrs. territory comprising the St.
m. The text of his sermon was welcomed two new ,menibers.
Mhyme Scearce were in
Union Texas.
Nehemiah: 4th chapter, 6th verse
Rev. Joe McMinn is pastor of City Friday afternoon.'
Mr. Pigue is moving h's frniil
-"So built we the wall for the the new Methodist Church.
Ernest Burns, who has been ill from Washington, D. C., ishc!
people had ,a mind to work . . ."
for the past several weeks, con- he has been branch manager f,,,
For the occasion
the church
the past two years. Mrs. P‘stsie
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Bryan spent tinues unimproved. •
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Camp- the former Constance Elias
was beautifully
decorated with Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
0'
bell and sons of Hodgenville, Ky. Kansas City, Mo. They have tv,s
flowers, gifts of Killebrew's and Bryan.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. G. children Peggy and Raise's I.
Campbell.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis,
Tenn., and Kenny Lane Wade
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Arrington.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bondurant and
Maurice Carr
visited
A. R. Rose of Arlington was
Mrs. L. A. Rains of Detroit, Mich., elected Commander of the Fulat the home of her parents, Mr. ton Commandery No. 34, Knights
and Mrs. Rebrrtson in Murray, Templars Thursday night, March
Ky., Sunday afternoon. Mr. and 15.
Mrs. Rains formerly lived here
Other newly elected
officers
and have many frierfds here.
are:
P.
J. Kocher, GenerSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. alimisso; George Moore, Captain
, Billie
Campbell were Mr. and General; Warren Anderson, JunMrs. John Fleming, Jr., and son' ior Waeffen; W. C. Forrester.
and Mrs. Lacy.
Senior Warden; J. B. Covington,
cynthinia Oliver of Ful- Prelate; G. L. DeMyer, Warden;
4F,rKy., spent the weekend.witb H. H. Perce, Standard Bearer;
C.
I her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Bennedict, of Clinton,
Color
;Roy Cruce.'
BOTTLED IN BOND
Bearer; and C. J:Smith, Sentinel.
! Pro-Easter
services for
the
The Commandry has enjoyed a
UNDER U. S. GOVERNMENT SUPERVISION
churches of. the Cayce charge will very prospergus year undcr the
...be held each
evening at Har- old officers and is looking formony church. The services are ward to a very prosperous
year
, conducted by Rev. L. L. Jones of under the new ones.
, Clinton, Ky.
Four petitions are now before
I Mesdames Nina Arrington and the Commandery for action, with
'Myra Belle Bondurant attended two of them already being
electa dinner given by the Delta Kap- ed.
-pa Gamma at the Murray WoG. L. DeMyer, as commander,
man's Club house in Murray, Ky. has been very successful for the
Monday evening.
past year and much activity has
Mr. and Mrs: Wesley Campbell been enjoyed by the fraternal orand son, Allen of Akron, Ohio, ganization.
are visiting relatives and friends
here. They are also attending the
bedside of Mr. Connie Goodwin, Cecil Jackson Promoted
who is seriously ill in Fulton, Ky. To Corp. in Air Force

RAIN FAILS TO DAMPEN ENTHUSIASM
OF DEDICATION OF DUKEDOM CHURCH

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ELECT OFFICERS

CREAM
BOURBON

I S

7owers

;eason.
ing to-

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY

4.40

Fifths

E

$2.75 PINT

$1.40 HALF PINT

WHY PAY MORE?
----It's Distilled By One of Kentucky's
Finest Independent 'Distillers
- FOR SALE AT ALL GOOD STORES
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 86 PROOF

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Matter" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon
which will be
read in all
Christian
Science
churches throughout the world on
Sunday. March 25, 1951.
The Golden Text is: "There
shall no strange god be in thee;
neither shalt thou worship any
strange god. I am the Lord thy
God, which brought thee out of
the land of Egypt." (Ps. 81; 9, 19).
Among the
citations
which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon
is
the following from the Bible: "No
man can serve two masters: for
either he will hate the one, and
love the other; or else he will
hold to the one, and despise the
other. Ye cannot serve God and
mam-mon." (Matt. 6: 24).
•
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McChord Air Force Base. Washington: Pfc. Cecil L. Jackscri, :on
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude W. Jackson, Route No. 2, Crutchfield, has
been promoted to corporal in the
United States Air Force it has I
been announced by Col. '1'. Aim!
Bennett, Base Commander. McChord Air Force Base, Washington.
Mrs. Jackson. the former R.:va
Loraine Morris, of Route No. 1,
Elvines. Mo., is stationed at Hamilton Air Force Base. Califorda,
assigned to the 4727 WAF Squadron there.

Fulton Route Fcu•

Sunday night guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Polsgrove were:
Mr. and Mrs. Almos
Polsgrove
and children, Sandia and Jimmie.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Whitehead
spent Sunday with their daughter
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Almes
Polsgrove.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce
visited Mr. and Mrs. Norman W.
Gunter and Diane Friday night.
Richard Cruce spent Thursday
night and Friday
with Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Hutchison and Jerry.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie visited Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Giffin and Glenn Saturday night.
Wednesday night supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Pannel
were: Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
and Ronnie. Later guests were:
Mr. $tal Mrs. Richard Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce
spent Sunday with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark.
Little Ronnie Cruce has ben
on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers and
Ruth Ann visited Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Cruce and Ronnie Monday
night.
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HAMPSHIRE
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NEffengineering advancements make traditional Dodge dependability
minutes tells why. Give us just five
GREATER VALUE THAN MR 5minutes.
Let us show you how you could
FIE IXMCE reputation for dependability
I and long car life is a matter of record.
a record of thirty-seven years...a record no
other car can match.
And with the many new advancements engineered into the great '51 Dodge, this famous
• dependability makes Dodge an even bigger
value, an even bigger dollar buy.
Yes, everything about this great.new Dodge
-the way it looks, rides and handles-tolls you
that here's a car built to deliver years and
miles of dependable, low-cost service.

T

pay up to $1,000 more and still not get all
the extra room, handling ease and rugged
dependability of this great new 1951 Dodge.

1951 Dependable

DOE

Just a few dollars more than the lowest-pricedears!

March 24, 1951 at
Graves County
War Memorial Fair
Grounds at 1:00 p. m.
13 boars„ 39 open gilts and
15 inelgible gilts. These are
sired by Special Touch and
Tradewind Image D. G.
100% PR tested. This herd
ranks second in the breed,
nationally.
is double
This offering
cholera and
treated for
bangs free.

GOVERNMENT BANS CIVILIAN USE )

ALUMINUM
Knowing that many of you plan to purchase aluminum products
this year, but have been putting it off for some reason or other, we feel
that you should be informed of the latet news from Washington.
Our government has prohibited the use of ALUMINUM in civilian
products after April 1st. We have a good assortment now to take care
of your orders, but we urge you to make your selections without delay, so you will not be disappointed in finding our stocks depleted. . .
.
and not replaceable

"WEAREVER" 4-Quart Pressure Cookers
Regularly $13.95
OUR SPECIAL PRICE:
"PRESTO" 4- Quart PRESSURE COOKERS

$9.95
13.95

$

"MIRROMATIC"8-Quart PRESSURE COOKERS $16.95
"GENERAL MILLS"4-Quart PRESSURE COOKER
Regularly $13.95
OUR SPECIAL PRICE:

Covered Saucepans
3-quart size
PERCOLATORSAll Electric
Six-Cup

99c

$9.95

12-Quart DEEP Aluminum
Dish Pans
$1.49
MUFFIN PANS,

$6.95
$3.50

TEA KETTLES, 5-qt.

$1.95

WASH PANS

$1.00

SAUCE PANS

25c

STEWERS

56c

COOKIE SHEETS

$1.00

BUN WARMERS

$1.95

Cast Aluminum

$1.00

ANGEL FOOD CAKE
PANS

$1.50

RING CAKE PANS

49c

JELLO MOLDS

5c and 10c

- - and many other miscellaneous
household utensils. Shop today
-DON'T DELAY.

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR:

2. My heart cries for you
3. Tennessee Waltz
4. Mocking Bird Hill

HILLBILLY:

BLUES

1. Shotgun Boogie

1. Black night

2. There's been a change in

2. Teardrops from my eyes

me.

3. Rockin Blues

3. Rhumba Boogie

4. Lost Love

4. Golden Rocket

5. Little Red Rooster

5. Be My Love

5. Mocking Bird Hill

6. Aba Daba Honeymooa.

6. I'm Movin' On

6. Please Send Me

Some-

one To Love.

7. You're just in love

7. Cold Cold Heart

7. Red's Boogie

8. Would I Love You

8. I Love You 1000 Ways

8. I'll Wait For You

9. Beautiful Brown Eyes

9. Baby Let Me Hold Your
Hand.

9. Penny a Kiss, Penny a
Hug.
10. The Rovin' Kind

10. Dear John

10. Jug.
*r

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Yr.

For free catalog write

Mixing

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-11 East Fourth Street
•

BOAR AND GILT
SALE

NOTICE!

Phone 622

F. S. JOHNSON,
ROUTE 2;

Mayfield, Kentucky
PHONE 1376-R

New Location

. 217 East Fourth Street
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has been in Scout work for the will be in blackface.
past 12 years, beginning in PaThe girls' chorus, called
the
befoie "Flappers", is composed of Betty
ducah, where he lived
FRY'S JEWELRY
Gregory, Beverly Burgess, Bevercoming here in December, 1944.
Mr. Tripp said he likes to work ly Hill, Kay
Bowen, Peggy
Fulton Theatre Building
FOR SALE: 75 head Hampshire
with boys of the Cub age as they Owens, Donna
Sue
Main St.
Johnston,
Phone 918
sheep as good as in County.
are more enthusiastic about their Amelia Cobb, and
Mac
Prompt service
Some registered, some can be.
work and unpredictable and full McClendon.
Best ages. H. A. Choate, Wingo,
has
of
The specialty nurribers for the
rgy. The local Scouter
Kentucky.
Watch and Clock repairing.
actrician for the I. C. for first act include the
following:
Bobbie
12 yeam.
"Lasses"
,
Logan; The
All Work Guaranteed.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOmothers in Fulton who Georgia Crackers, Quartette
of
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
•
served as Den Mothers in Merrell "Dusty" Davis, Richard
Baldwin's Spinet Piano
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
e.
past are: Mesdames
Carl "Catnip"
Cardwell,
Bruce
Always consider TONE — QUALKeep your eyes on
45 RPM. etc. Standard or long
J. "Bones" Tucker,
and Murray
ITY AND 10 YEAR FACTORY I Puckett, Cecil Wiseman, V.
playing. Sport Center. 324 WaliVoegeli,
Earl
Strange,
"Midnight"
Howard
Clai lc, Bailey "HatGUARANTEE.'See the rest, buy
K.
nut, Fulton, Ky.
McDade, lips",Binford. the Flappers, Don
Maxwell
;Mulcahy,
the best.
"Mulberry
Charles
George
.Moore,
Andrews,
;
Stephenson. Sue TerMAYTAG WASHERS. standard
Used Car Lot for
Claude Crocker. Jack Speight, rell, Rebecca Hardin, Rice ,"DiSand automatic Models, $124.95
'Feezle Piano Sales !Bob
mal"
Binford,.Gra
Varden,
Owen.,
Findy
Susan Adams
and up. Sales and service.
bargains.
and
622 Broadway, Paducah
is Vancil Arch Huddleston, Jr.. John Austin.
Bennett Electric, 'Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
CITY MOTOR CO. Order Hearing Aid Batteries from ! Harold Newton. and L. C. Logan. At intermission Donna Garciln
A new Den Mother, who will er and John Simmons, a young
Beltone Hearing
Service, 318
REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
Fulton,
Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, Ky start her work next month, is couple from Union Cityy,
Ky.
will
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
Mrs. Edward Benedict, who al- render a musical duet. Also
beattend. Loyal Order of Moose, FOR SALE: Couch and chair, 106
NOTICE
ready has seven or eight members fare the show and at
intermission
212 Church Street, Fulton. FINAL SETTLEMENTS in the for her den.
Eddings Street. Phone 1558-J.
music will be furnished by the
cases of Billie J. Looney, AdminiAll kinds of specialty numbers. "Music Makers", composed of
stratrix for the estate of S. C.
gags, and songs by the chorus are five high school boys.
Get ready for the working days Holladay and Mrs. Della Jenkins, in
The specialty numbers for the
store for those who attent and
'ahead; Come to us now for your committee for Charles Jenkins, for a rollicking, laughter-filled second not include:
•
incompetent, will be confirmed
"The
evening come- out and see
Three Shines", Joe "Bazthe
April 9, 1951 unless
exceptions Cub Minstrel,
ookb," Johnson, Barry
"Pistol
are filed prior to that date.
The Young Men s business Club Pete" Strong, Bud "Shotgun"
• Kathryn R. Kelly,
White,
Gene "Sunshine" Vancil,
of Fulton is the sponsor of the
County Court Clerk
Billy "Sanibo"
local Cub Pack, and'each mem- Dolores Jolley,
Blackstone,
Nancy and Peggy ;
Widths B to EEE
FOR SALE OR TRADE: JEEP ber heartily endorses this show.
Adams,
the
Majorettes — Nancy ;
1948 Willys Jeep, 13,000 miles:
The name of the'show is the "S.
ALL SIZES
1948 Jeep, 27,000 miles; both in S. Happiness", and it is a story Areeden, Shirley Easley,• Sylvia;
Ashby,
Fredricia
Gibson (
. one'
good condition. See or call Bud; of the Mississippi River—showdy Tibbs, Bardwell, Ky. .
ing the landing of the steamboat
at the dock of a Mississippilliver
town, where the loading and unMain Street
loading of cargo takes place, and
Fulton, Ky.
passengers are being taken on.
(Continued from Page 1)
The 22 boys in the chorus reprc, physical education, model
air- sent the passengers, the endmen
, plane making, and music,
are the handymen, and the in
The proceeds from the minstrel terlocutor is captain of the boat.
I will he used to take the Cubs en ; The interlocutor is Jack Carter.
• a two-day trip to Lake LaJaie, The endmen — Vyron Mitchell,
near Chickasawa
below Tillman Adams. Don Stephenson.
Park
Jackson, during the first week af- Milten Exum, John Daniels, and
, ter school is out.
Billy Blackstone.
OPTOMETRIST
• Cubbing is
entirely a home- ; The boy's chorus is composed of
program—built around the home the following
Cubs — Richard
, to try to promote a eraser rela- :Cardwejl. Bud White. Joe JohnAnnounces with pleasure the opening of his
• tionship between the boy and par- ; son.
McKnight. . Garry
Don
ents. In this manner it is different Williamson, Merrell Davis. Barry
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
from the Boy Scout organization, Strong. Bruce Tucker,
Murray
which has its meetings in
the Clark, Johnny Allen, Tommie AlFor the Practice of Optometry
Scout Cabin. This way. when the len, Butch Buckingham. Bobby
Cub reaches the required age, he Hyland. Joe Edd Bush. Billy, Sen—(7t' eagerly looks forward to joining sing, Gerald Powell, Roland Carthe Boy Scouts, as there is such ter. Ralph Moore, Terry. Taylor,
a difference in the rountine.
206 Main Street
and Jimmy Newton.
KROGER
Fulton, Ky.
The success of the Cub Pack in• The chorus will wear white top
Fulton should be credited mostly hats, blue and
APPLE
frocktail
gold
.....
to energetic Cubmaster Tripp. who coats, white pants, with
tightSAUCE
never loses interest in his group fititng legs like the old Mississ:
of boys. He is doing a wonderful ppi dandies- used to wear, whitc
No. 303 cans
job with them and spends practi- shirts and laig
bow ties.
cally all of his spare time work49t.
Theendmen will drtiss in variing with them.
ous costumes,,•
:
.
Mr. Tripp, a former Boy Scout,
The majority of al specialities
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
Glass Company, 210 Church
Street, Phone 909.
_
_—
REGISTERED DUROC bred Gilts
to farrow in May; boars ready
for service. Call 229, 6:00 a. m.
M. R. Duke, Dresden, Tenn.
-Acrosonic

CLASSIFIED AD'

vottie

e

o.

FARMERS!

Work Shoes
1
$3.95 to $12.95

number to be presented with the
blacklight).
Vyron
"Mobile"
Mitchell
Flappers,
and
the
Tillman "Mose" Adams, and the
Grand Finale by the entire cast.
Those who have put much time
and effort into the minstrel this
year, besides Mr. Tripp and the

Den Mother, are
Mrs. H. N.
Strong who has charge of the two
choruses, Miss
Montell Adams,
who is in charge of the specialty
numbers, Mrs. L. C. Logan, who
is helping with the choruses, and
John Austin, whp is in charge of
the set and scenery.

Most Complete Stock

In West keniuck7

LIQUORS

WINES
442 Lake Street

Phone 237

—

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
haw* been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

TELEPHONE

7

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

Cir
19
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Forrester's Shoe Shop
CUB SCOUTS
DR. SHELTON OWENS

lroaer
coma

THIS WEEK AT KROGER!
A GREAT CAVALCADE OF

Easter
Values
To Help You Live Better For Less

Hams
SHANK
HALF, LB. 57C

AN•1

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME-

l

FPOSTY MORN
TENDER
SMOKED

408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone 20---)- 88 <---c Phone

gea4/01-, ,1detiki-

• Contract Funeral Home for and Member
of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Associatiop, Inc.

ICED

•
t-of Air

WINES

c COAL

WHISKEY
RUM
GIN
LIQUERS

[ ,Pot

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

CORN
White C. S.

c%)

2 No. 303 cans

29e

Fill-Your Bin Early
Don't get caught cold. Order a
supply of this good clean quality
SKI130 Coal now. Its \Vashed—
Laboratory Tested—Oil Treated.
Sized for furnace, stove, stoker.
Keep fuel bills low with SKIBO.

Mackerel
33c

City Coal Co.

No. a 'fail
MR. FARMER: Let us supply you with your high-grade fertilizer

No. I can

Why worry about that

Yams
3lbs 25'

TOP GRADE
WASHED
WAXED
PORTO-RICANS

fresh-from-the-ovens.

PORK 8(
BEANS

Personally culled before
sold;

KR0GER PURE FRUIT

FULTON HATCHERY
PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

Phone 144

Commercial Avenue

Flour

Matches
Ii Boxes

25 LB"
BAG

1,69

EASTER CANDY
Jelly Beans
29c

BAKE A',C.AICE-19
'EASTER

6-07. prig.

39c
Duck Eggs

29c

cream Eggs
We have a nice lunch counter
for your convenience.

39c

AVONDALE PLAIN or SELF-RISING
DIAMOND

Fulton Bakery

EA.

PEACH PRESERVES, 12-oz. jars

2 No. 2 cans

.... and the FRESHEST"

SEX-DETERMINED CHICKS: You may buy all pullets,
all cockerels or all straight run.

2

Golden SnoLAYER
49'
CAKE
ICING

vAN CAMP

"Where your money buys the BEST

Hatches off Mondays, Wednesdays. Thursdays

25'
13'

FANCY FRESH VITAMIN-RICH GOLDEN ROOTS

35c

EACH EGG IS:

We deliver only strong,
healthy chicks!

LARGE

FROSTY

Easter Baking!
Buy it from us.... ready baked....

EACH CHICK IS:

10.79

TINS
.

WITH

rAr'"

Personally culled for size
and shell texture.

50

RICH

EACH HEN IS:

STATE LINE STREET

ABROS

Sardines
13c

Personally culled
Blood Tested
State inspected

CB. CELLO M9C
WRAP 4-R

FRANKS
LARD PURE

HEAD
TOP QUALITY-SNO WHITE
BCHS

requiirements. Ample stock on hand for immediate delivery.

"Personality"

WHOLE,lb. 62c

SKINLESS

CAULIFLOWER
CARROTS

Fulton

Chicks with a

BUTT HALF,lb. 67c

PACKERS

2 15-oz. cans

Phone 51

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Street

--)

PRIDE OF
ILLINOIS

ocoano.—II

07

29c 1.40
nkg

Pillsbury
CAKE MIXES
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